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John Browne's tenure as director of Los Alamos National Laboratory was marked by turbulence.
It was Browne who fired Wen Ho Lee in 1999 after fears were raised of nuclear secrets lost to
China. Browne was also in charge when a wildfire threatened the lab and burned through part of Los
Alamos in 2000.
Soon after the fire, two hard drives containing top-secret information about nuclear weapons were
found to be missing from a lab vault. The hard drives were eventually found behind a copying
machine a story that made the lab the butt of jokes all the way to the David Letterman show.
Browne's resignation was announced Thursday after weeks of headlines about missing
government property, loose controls on the lab's purchasing system and the firing of two lab
investigators who were looking into theft and fraud.
Controversies weren't all that happened during Browne's reign atop LANL, of course.
In 1998, then-President Bill Clinton visited Los Alamos, and Browne showed how a hyper-fast
supercomputer was taking shape to simulate nuclear weapons tests.
The lab has also recorded many achievements under Browne, including numerous advances in
understanding nuclear explosions without test blasts, mapping apparent water-ice on Mars and
assisting in the investigation of the post-Sept. 11 anthrax mailings.
On the administrative front, Browne cited strides in increasing the number of minorities and women
at the lab. He said Thursday that safety also improved on his watch, with work days lost because of
accidents down 70 percent.
Raised in Pennsylvania and trained in nuclear physics at Drexel University in Philadelphia and
Duke University in North Carolina, Browne was viewed by some as the ultimate insider when he was
chosen to lead LANL in 1997.
Browne had spent half his life rising in the U.S. nuclear weapons complex with stints in weapons
testing, the now-defunct Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars) and energy research.
Browne was running Los Alamos Neutron Science Center, a defense-science complex centered
on the lab's accelerator, when he was picked by University of California officials to succeed Sig
Hecker as lab director.
"I think the laboratory couldn't be in better hands. I feel better about the security of the nation and
the world with him at the helm," said Browne's graduate physics professor at Duke, Edward G.
Bilpuch.
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Some critics viewed Browne's choice as a signal that the university and the Energy Department
saw no reason for change at Los Alamos.
"If you want new ideas, you get someone from another institution," said Greg Mello, anl
[ anti-nuclear activist in Santa Fe.

J

Until the recent controversy over purchase and property control problems at the lab, Browne's
most high-profile issue as lab chief was the Wen Ho Lee affair.
Lee was never charged with spying, although he spent nine months jailed in solitary confinement
awaiting tria\. He eventually pleaded guilty to a single felony charge of mishandling classified material
after the FBI's case against him fell apart.
Browne stood by his decision to fire Lee. "I would fire him tomorrow for those security violations,"
Brown said last February in Washington. "They were the most serious violations of security I've seen
in 30 years."
At the same appearance, Browne said LANL scientists were devastated by the negative publicity
of the Lee case and the missing hard drives. "When you have a feeling you're not trusted, it hits
people at the core of their fundamental ethics," Browne said.
But he said the ordeals made the lab stronger.
"People saw this as a challenge to show we really were much better than we were given credit for,"
he said. "The only way we would overcome this was by ... performing at a higher level, to take our
game to the next level, so to speak."
But when documents surfaced in November showing that missing property at the lab was possibly
valued at millions of dollars, the lab's performance was again in question and Browne's tenure as
LANL director was soon over.
PHOTO BY: JOURNAL FILE
PHOTO: b/w
HAPPIER TIMES: John Browne, center, at a legislative oversight hearing in March 2002,
discusses changes in the employment culture of Los Alamos National Laboratory. Browne resigned
Thursday after five years as lab director.
PHOTO: b/w
LEE: Fired in 1999 by Browne after security scare
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If the U.S. Energy Department fulfills its threat to fire the University
replace UC would be the
scandal-racked Los Alamos National Laboratory, a strong contender to
University of Texas.
years dreamed of taking
UT officials, aided by powerful allies in politics and science, have for
finally get their wish,
over management of the nation's premier nuclear weapons lab. They may
for California's management of the lab is under intense fire.
t in assuming control of the
In their public comments, UT officials are expressing cautious interes
mythic laboratory, where the atom bomb was born in 1945.
n engineering program,
Sheldon Landsberger, coordinator ofUT-A ustin's nuclear and radiatio
conjunction with one or two
said: "I'm pretty sure UT would be interested in doing that, maybe in
other universities."
pride of Texas. Since the
The acquisition of the laboratory would be a major boost to the prickly
cattle kingdom run by
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high-flying, lR. Ewing-style corporate cowboys.
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For decades, in a Texas-sized campaign bankrolled by the Texas Legisla
and lured high-tech
system
ity
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corporations, the Lone Star State has enriched its
businesses and Nobel laureates.
among the most
As a result, cities such as Austin, the state capital, have come to be rated
educational excellence but
appealing in the nation. They're noted not only for their scientific and
also for their natural beauty, fine climate and cultural diversity.
in their effort to win the
In the past decade, though, Texans have endured repeated heartbreaks
s on the cutting edge of
fattest scientific plums -- those multibillion-dollar federal research project
the starship Enterprise.
science fiction, projects that are practically ground-based versions of
in history, the
In 1993, Texans stared in disbelief as the grandest physics experiment
in Waxahachie, Texas ction
constru
under
Superconducting Super Collider, was stopped -- while
- the victim of congressional budget cutters.
2 FACTORS
to win an Energy
And since at least 1996, Texas has fought -- so far without success -But suddenly, in recent
labs.
ns
Department contract to manage one of the nation's nuclear weapo
weeks, Texas' dream has begun to look attainable for two reasons:
-- UC's management problems at the Los Alamos lab.

After months of allegations of missing property, credit card fraud and mismanagement, the
scandal at Los Alamos exploded in November when lab managers fired two ex-police officers
whom the lab itself had hired to toughen security.
Suddenly lab critics began talking about a coverup. In the face of intense congressional pressure,
the former officers were rehired as consultants on Friday.
The lab might be suffering from "systemic management failure," Energy Secretary Spencer
Abraham charged in an unusually harsh Dec. 24 letter to UC President Richard C. Atkinson.
Abraham hinted he might even cancel the university's management contract before its formal
expiration in January 2006.
The scandal has triggered investigations within DOE and Congress, which recently expanded its
review to include the two other national labs that UC runs for the federal government, Lawrence
Livermore and Lawrence Berkeley.
A leading critic ofUC, Pete Stockton of the Project on Government Oversight in Washington,
said UC staffers at Los Alamos "simply have made some terrible errors over time."
Rep. James Greenwood, R-Pa., who chairs the subcommittee running the congressional
investigation, said the recent problems have convinced him that it's time to allow others to
compete to manage Los Alamos.
"I think it's fundamentally a bad idea to give a $2 billion contract to any entity year after year
after year, decade after decade after decade, without providing the opportunity for competition for
that contract," Greenwood said.
"When that happens, as I think it has happened here, there is a natural tendency to lose
accountability, to get sloppy and to create a culture in which these kinds of things can happen."
-- The presence in the White House of a Texan, George W. Bush.
Bush, the former Texas governor and Abraham's boss, has little political allegiance to
Democratic-leaning California, which resoundingly rejected him in the 2000 election.
If Bush chooses to kick UC out of Los Alamos, he might face little effective opposition in the
newly Republican-dominated Congress, in which the House Majority Leader, Tom DeLay, is also
a Texan.
Bush's top political adviser, Karl Rove, has ties to UT, where he once taught, and Commerce
Secretary Donald Evans chaired the UT board of regents for two terms in the late 1990s.
KEEPING IT HIDDEN
If this situation delights Texans, they're shrewd enough not to show it.
UT Chancellor Mark G. Yudof said it would be premature to discuss whether UT will go after
the Los Alamos job.

IfUT does pursue the atomic brass ring, Texas educational and scientific officials say, it has the
technical expertise, managerial skill and legions of talented personnel -- an estimated 20,000
faculty members and an annual $7 billion budget -- to do the job.
However, scientific quality alone probably won't decide who runs Los Alamos.
There's another crucial factor: political clout.
Texans learned that lesson four decades ago from a political lion-tamer of the first rank, thenSenate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas.
In a legendarily cynical deal, Johnson separated NASA's head from its pitching arm by siting the
Mission Control Center in Houston, 884 miles from the launch site in Florida.
On the other hand, former President Bill Clinton, who did not win Texas in the 1992 election,
made little effort to save the super collider when budget cutters went after it the next year. All
that's left of the project is, literally, a mammoth hole in the Texas soil.
Now, however, Texas might be poised to take over management at Los Alamos. Last week, with
what may have been bad timing, UC officials reasserted a long- standing policy: They'll never
compete with anyone else for the Los Alamos job.
That is, if DOE allows other institutions to bid for the job, then UC will pick up its marbles and
go home.
The policy disturbed UC Regent Richard Blum, who said last week that it makes UC look like a
bunch of wimps.
It also incensed lawmakers in Congress investigating the Los Alamos scandal.
OTHER COMPETITORS
Other institutions besides UT are likely to compete for the contract, too. In recent years, the
University of Arizona, some New Mexico campuses, and various private corporations and think
tanks have been rumored candidates.
The eyes of Texas began to focus on Los Alamos as early as the mid-1990s, when the state was
still sore from losing the super collider.
In 1996, U.S. Rep. Lloyd Doggett, D-Austin, complained that DC's contract to run Los Alamos
was a sweetheart deal that had lasted too long.
"I believe that UT can do a better job," he said, and called for "a fair and open competition" for
the job.
But the Energy Department refused to go along. Because of the highly sensitive nature of work at
the national labs, federal law permits the department to hire the same contractor for as long as it
likes, without offering the job to other bidders.
The same thing happened when Congress investigated a drug scandal at Los Alamos in the
1980s.

"It was this same B.S. you've always heard in the past," Stockton said: " 'Oh, my God, if we
change contractors, all these great scientists will leave.'

"These scientists make a huge amount of money there (at the labs); they lead a charmed life.
They would never be able to get that elsewhere."
SANDIA BID TURNED DOWN
In December, the Energy Department turned down UT's bid to run Sandia National Laboratories,
which has branches in New Mexico and Livermore. The decision wasn't surprising, lab watchers
say, as Sandia's incumbent contractor,
Lockheed Martin, has won high ratings for its management.
While disappointed, Texans aren't disheartened. UT's bid for the Sandia contract was a good
experience that convinced Texas officials that they have "the strength and capacity to do an
excellent job in management of a national lab, " said Sanchez, a UT vice president.
Greg Mello, a veteran lab watcher who runs the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe, N.M.,
notes that one strike against UC is that it seems to be losing past political supporters such as New
Mexico's powerful Republican Sen. Pete Domenici.
Los Alamos "used to have the protection of Domenici, but now they don't have it, for some
inexplicable reason," he said. "The Republicans want UC out. ... Somebody's giving a green
light to this."
Author: Keay Davidson
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What are Mello's Credentials?
WHO IS THIS GREG MELLO FELLOW
That frequently about LANL does bellow?
In Journal North he is frequently quoted
But his credentials are never noted.
Is he a farmer, a dancer, or a Nobel prize winner?
Is he somebody you would invite for dinner?
He speaks about LANL matters as if he knows
About all things technical or management.
But even though he is frequently quoted
His credentials are never noted.
To Journal North! ask
That you take on the task
Of telling us about this Greg Mello fellow
Who frequently about the lab does bellow.
By Journal North he is frequently quoted
But his credentials are never noted.
Ron Christman
Los Alamos
g. Before he became director of
Editor's note: Mello has degrees in engineering and regional plannin
as a hydrologist, teacher, business
the Los Alamos Study Group, his work experience includes stints
owner and Zen Center staffer.
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Trap Targets Lab Pollutants
By Adam Rankin Journal Staff Writer

LANL Installs Project in Canyon
installing a pollution trap in
Los Alamos National Laboratory hydrologists on Thursday finished
al pollutants down its intermittent
chemic
Mortandad Canyon they hope will cut the flow of radioactive and
stream.
attempt to avoid what really needs
But critics are doubtful the project is much more than a half-hearted
water, and that the ground
ground
deeper
the
clean
to be done in the canyon. They say the project won't
.
water should be pumped to the surface and treated
e barrier made of layers of
The trap is a $900,000, four-walled 27-foot deep permeable reactiv
seed and limestone.
fine-grained lava rock, calcium phosphate, pecan shells, cotton
to catch a number of radionuclides
LANL spokesman James Rickman said the barrier is designed
several varieties of uranium as well as
strontium-90, americium-241, three isotopes of plutonium and
in the shallow ground water.
perchlorate, nitrate and several heavy metals that are carried along
think they are pretty confident that it is
"Our hydrologists and chemists have studied this canyon and I
going to be a good effective treatment," he said.
feet below the surface of the canyon
Recent measurements of ground water samples from about 500
standards and tritium, a radioactive
water
g
drinkin
federal
floor show nitrate and perchlorate levels above
contaminant, at levels just below the standard.
s were about 300 feet above the regional
New Mexico Environment Department officials said the sample
aquifer from which the town of Los Alamos draws its drinking water.
results show the town's supply is well
Rickman has said LANL tests the regional aquifer regularly and
within federal standards.
Group, said any water that enters the
Greg Mello, of the lab watchdog organization Los Alamos Study
hydrologic layers because the trap
deeper
to
barrier which he called a "partial band-aid" can easily migrate
lacks a bottom.
to what's underneath it," he said. "It may
"The underside is completely open and the canyon loses water
to do."
capture some (contaminants), but I think it's not a very good thing
, invisible and cheap.
Mello speculated LANL chose to use the barrier because it is passive
because people can't see an active
"It doesn't give the impression that any mistakes were made,"
p, so maybe it will satisfy all the actors
cleanup project at the surface, he said. "It provides a ritual cleanu
tly minimize responsibilities."
and maybe that is all that will need to be done ... a way to elegan
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, well below the shallow ground water
He also said the problem in Mortandad Canyon remains deeper
feet deep, where water samples
500
water,
ground
the barrier is targeting, down into the intermediate
tritium.
show elevated levels of perchlorate, nitrate and
It might be cheaper to pump and treat the water, Mello said,
nts of the canyon, which will continue
"I don't see how this as a solution gets at the contaminated sedime
that will be forever."
to bleed into the canyon and in the case of some contaminants
waste that gets caught up in surface
Rickman said the main target of the barrier is mobilized legacy
Treatment Facility, which discharges
Waste
ctive
water and treated effluent from LANL's Liquid Radioa
.
canyon
the
into
about 60,000 gallons of waste water weekly
initiative and was not part of any
He underscored that the barrier was built through the lab's own
regulatory mandate from NMED or other regulatory agency.
their cleaning power has been
At the end of ten years, the absorbent layers will be dug up after
interred.
depleted, trucked off and properly disposed of as new layers are
agency is happy to see LANL taking
NMED spokesman Jon Goldstein said the state's environmental
measures to address the state's concerns.
anything to stop the intermediate ground
"However, there is still a lot more to do," he said. "This won't do
water from migrating deeper."
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LANL trapping pollutants in Mortandad Canyon
The Associated Press

LOS ALAMOS - Hydrologists for Los Alamos National
~aboratory' have finished
installing a "pollution trap"
the lab says is designed to
cut the flow of radioactive
and chemical pollutants in
the intermittent streams of
Mortandad Canyon..
The $900,000 four"walled,
27-foot barrier is made.of layers of fine-grained lava, calcium phosphate, pecan shells,
cottonseed and limestone.
It is designed to catch a
number of radionuclides,
;ncluding . strontium-90,
\IIlericium-241 and isotopes
1f plutonium and uranium, as
.ell as toxins' such as per'hlorate, nitrate and heavy

Greg MelIo of Los Alamos Study Group, a watchdog '.
organization, called the barrier apartial Band-Aid
that provides "a ritual cleanup" and "a way
to elegantly minimiie responsibilities."
metals carried along in shallow groundwater, said lab
spokesman James Rickman.
"Our hydrologists. and
chemists have studied this
canyon, and I think they are
pretty confident that it is'
going to be a good, effective
treatment/, Rickman said.
Work on the barrier was completed Tqursday.
A lab-watchdog group, how-.
ever, says the project won't·
clean the deeper groundwater.

.
Greg Mello of Los Alamos loses ,:,a~;r to w~at ,~ underStudy Group, a watchdog neath It, he saId. It may
organization, called the bar- capture som~ ~C?ntamIder a' partial Band-Aid that nants), but ~ thmk It,~ not a
provides "a ritual cleanup"
.
and "a way to elegantly mini-, very good: th!p.g to do.
Recent
measurements
of
mize responsibilities." .
water below the canyon's surMello said water that face show nitrate and perenters the baiT~er easily chlorate levels above federal
could migrate to. deep hydro- drinking-water
standards
logical layers because there and levels of the radioactive
is no bottom on the trap ..
contaminant tritium just
"The underside is com- .below the standard.
pletely open and the canyon . Water samples were t~ken

about 300 feet above the
regional aquifer from which
the. town of Los Alamos
draws its drinking water, the
state Environment Depart'.
ment said.
Jon Goldstein, spokesman
for the Environment Department, said .the agency is
happy the. lab is taking measures to- address the concerns.
"However, there is still.a
lot more to do," Goldstein
said. "This won't do anything
to 'stop the in1ermediate
groundwater from migrating
deep~r."
. .
The lab tests the aquifer
regularly, and the results
show the town's water supply
is well within federal standards, Riekman said.
. Mello said the problem in
Mortandad Canyon remains

deeper, below. the shallow
well water the barrier is targeting; and said it might be
cheaper to pump the water
up and treat it.
"I don't see· how this as a
solution gets at the contaminated' sediments of the
canyon, which will continue
to bleed into the canyon, and
in the case of.some contami~
nants,. that will be forever;'
he said.
Rickman said the barrier is
targeted at legacy waste _
left over from historical work
at the weapons lab - that
gets caught up in surface
water' and treated effluent
from the lab's liquid radioactive-waste-treatment facility.
That facility discharges
60,000 gallons of wastewater
into the canyon each week.
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Policym akers in the Departm ent of Defens e, the
armed service s and the nuclear weapon s design
labs are moving forward rapidly in plannin g for the
possibl e product ion of a new generat ion of smaller
nuclear bombs and a resumption of nuclear testing,
a leaked Bush adminis tration docume nt shows.
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again?
The internal memo outlines the planning for a
confere nce tentativ ely scheduled for August , at
which panels of experts would address questio ns
relating to how the country would design new types
of nuclear weapon s and possibly test them.
The confere nce would also address questio ns
about how the new nuclear policies would be sold to
the public and to political leaders.
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The eight-p age docume nt, titled "Stockp ile
Stewar dship Confere nce Planning Meeting
Minutes ," was obtaine d by the Los Alamos Study
Group, an anti-nuc lear weapon s group based near
the Los Alamos Nationa l Laborat ory in New Mexico .
Greg Mello, a leader of the group, said that the
unclass ified memo came from a govern ment official
who was concern ed about the aggress ive new
weapon s policy it represented.
The memo was a record of a meeting held on Jan.
10 at the Pentag on. Attende es at the meeting ,
includin g Defens e Departm ent officials and
represe ntatives of the Lawren ce Livermo re and Los
Alamos nationa l laboratories.
While the ideas in the memo are not new, experts
said, their circulation in governm ent, military and
nuclear laborato ry circles sugges ts a quicken ing
pace toward what could be a fundam ental change
in the country 's post-Co ld War nuclear doctrine away from deterre nce and nonprol iferation and
closer to the notion of "usable " nuclear weapon s.
House Republ icans issued a policy paper on
Thursd ay which calls for some of the change s
discuss ed in the Pentag on memo. These include
the repeal of a decade -old law that prohibit s the
develop ment of small, low-yie ld nuclear weapon s,
and steps that would make it easier to resume
nuclear testing, which was halted ten years ago.
The GOP paper also propose d a new doctrin e
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nuclear attacks not just in response to a nuclear
attack, or the threat of one, but to pre-emptively
destroy stockpiles of other weapons, such as
chemical or biological weapons, in the hands of
hostile countries.
These proposals have stirred concern from some
weapons experts and lawmakers who say they
could make the use of nuclear weapons more rather
than less likely, and would encourage other
countries to develop their own stockpiles of more
usable nuclear weapons.
The White House has not responded to requests for
comment on the Republican policy paper or on the
Jan. 10 meeting.
In addition to summarizing the results of previous
discussions among dozens of officials, the
Pentagon memo outlines suggestions for the
planning of construction of small batches of lowyield nuclear weapons and possible testing, and
how authorization for commencing the new
weapons development would be provided.
At the August conference, where such issues would
be taken up, presentations would be made by four
panels: a strategy and risk panel; a future arsenal
panel; a National Nuclear Security Administration
and Department of Defense Infrastructure Panel;
and a strategy and policy panel.
The panels would consist of policy planners from
the Pentagon, individual military services and
officials from Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos and
other weapons research facilities.
The docume nt poses specific questions to be
addressed, such as to the kind of guidance systems
any new missiles might need. "What is the testing
strategy for weapon s more likely to be used in small
strikes," the docume nt asks. "Do we put GPS
(global positioning system guidance) on all systems,
or just a few?"
Anothe r question asks: "How do we frame the
explanation of emerging (sic) policy to show the
deterrent value of reduced-collateral damage,
precision, agent defeat, and penetrating nuclear
capabilities in meeting our national security
objectives?"
Daryl Kimball. executive directo r of the Arms
Control Association, said the memo indicates the
planning process for what would be a new nuclear
doctrine is well advanced, despite the almost total
absenc e of any congressional or public debate on
the subject.
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"Right now, it's a stealth campaign," Kimball said.
"Proponents understand that ifs an explosive issue
and they risk losing if they don't wait for the right
momen t."
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Top Bush administration nuclear-weapons executives and weapons scientists are sketching out a
strategy for adding a new menu of mininukes, neutron bombs and other nuclear arms to the nation's
Cold War-style arsenal. In talks at the Pentagon last month, federal defense executives and weapons
scientists from California and New Mexico set the stage for a debate over "selecting first 'small
builds'," or choosing tailor-made weapons for limited production runs.
"What's clear is, in this administration, the brakes are off in nuclear development and the push for
nuclear testing," said Greg Mello, head of the Los Alamos Study Group, an arms-control group in
New Mexico that obtained minutes to a meeting of top nUclear-weapons advisers.
The revelations are the latest herald of a potential sea change in U.S. nuclear policy:
- On Thursday, House Republicans touted an aggressive new nUclear-weapons policy calling for
scientists at Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos labs to begin studying "advanced concepts" for new
weapons for the first time since 1994. GOP lawmakers say they also are thinking of repealing a 1993
ban on research into low-yield nuclear weapons, or those with an explosive yield at or below a third of
the Hiroshima bomb.
- President Bush's new budget asks for $21 million for design of new or modified nuclear weapons in
2004.
- White House pronouncements since September layout a new defense policy giving greater
prominence to pre-emptive strikes on foreign weapons of mass destruction. Pentagon war planners
already are drawing up contingency plans for a nuclear strike in Iraq, to pre-empt or retaliate for a
chemical or biological attack, according to a Los Angeles Times report.
- Nuclear Weapons Council Chairman and Assistant Defense Secretary E.C. "Pete" Aldridge Jr. asked
weapons scientists in October "to assess the potential benefits that could be obtained from a return to
nuclear testing." Meanwhile, Assistant Defense Secretary for Nuclear, Chemical and Biological
Weapons Dale Klein has said the nation will have to test within five to 10 years.
"The drums are beating pretty loudly on all quarters," said Thomas Cochran, a physicist and head of
the Natural Resources Defense Council's program on nuclear arms.
"Like kids in a toy shop, they have all these ideas (for weapons) they want to pursue but without any
utility," Cochran said. "The U.S. has not designed a new, successful weapon in decades, and that's
because all the practical improvements you can make in nuclear weapons were made at least two
decades ago."
Senior administration officials stress that they have no requirements for new nuclear weapons,
meaning the military services and Bush have not yet detailed a new attack mission demanding a new
weapons design.
Yet according to minutes of a Jan. 10 meeting, federal defense executives and top lab scientists are
laying the preliminary groundwork for those new weapons requirements as they prepare for a
Stockpile Stewardship Conference in August, their first in seven years. They plan to debate among
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The Bush administration plans a meeting this year to discuss possibly building a new
generation of small nuclear weapons that could be used against hard-to-reach targets like
underground bunkers, according to documents released by a nuclear disarmament
advocacy group. The Los Alamos Study Group posted on its website the minutes from a
Jan. 10 Pentagon meeting it said was called to plan a secret conference of military
officials and nuclear scientists, to be held at US Strategic Command headquarters in
Omaha, Neb., possibly the week of Aug. 4,2003. The New Mexico-based group did not
say how it obtained the documents. A spokeswoman for the Pentagon could not
immediately confirm the meeting. (Reuters)
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US 'plans new nuclear weapons'
A leaked document
suggests that Washington
is beginning detailed
planning for a new
generation of smaller
nuclear weapons.
The document - published by
and confirmed as genuine by The new weapons could be used against
deep bunkers
US officials - indicates the
weapons could be used against targets like deep bunkers
that contain chemical or biological agents.
The Los Alamos Study Group claims the plans would
challenge the foundations of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty, which limits the development of new designs for
nuclear bombs.
The BBC's Justin Webb in
Washington says the plans
clearly fit in with the wider
Bush doctrine of pre-emptive
strikes in the future when the
US feels itself to be
threatened.
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The BBC's Frank Gardner
"Washington may be planning a
whole new generation of atomic
bombs"
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Could strike deep-underground
bunker
Existing bombs could be
improvised
Critics doubt it could go deep
enough to contain fall out
Click here for Q&A on new
generation weapons

The New Mexico-based Los
Alamos Study Group posted on its website what it said were
the minutes of last month's meeting in the Pentagon of
senior US nuclear SCientists.
It said the meeting was called to plan a secret conference lito
discuss what new nuclear weapons to build, how they might
be tested ... and how to sell the ideas to Congress and the
American public".
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The group said that the conference of senior military officials
and scientists would be held in August at the Omaha
headquarters of the US Strategic Command in Nebraska.
The group did not say how it obtained the document, but
said it decided to publish it taking into account Washington's
"bold sweep of nuclear weapons planning".
"It's very rare that so many details about the nuclear
weapons agenda of the Bush administration would appear in
the same documents, in the same place," the group's
spokesman, Greg Mello, said.
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Minute s of a Pentagon meetin g to prepar e for a confer ence
on a new genera tion of nuclea r weapo ns, includi ng so-call ed
'mini-n ukes', have been publish ed by a nuclea r watchd og in
the US.
BBe News Online world affairs corres ponde nt Paul Reynolds
consid ers some of the questio ns raised.

Wha t are 'mini -nuk es'?
As
The key to unders tandin g mini-n ukes is not just their size.
1
of
s
the name implie s, they would be very sma!!, perhap
kiloton - the equiva lent of 1000 metric tonnes of explos ive.
Indeed , their genera l name is 'small build',
Their import ance would also come from their accuracy. They
would be used as 'bunke r-buste rs' or 'earth penetr ating
weapo ns', perhap s to inCinerate or destro y an underg round
stockp ile of nuclea r, biologi cal or chemic al weapons, which
could not be attack ed in any other way.
es,
New guidan ce system s, based on global positio ning satellit
make the use of such weapo ns possib le.

Why has this been raise d now?
the
An indepe ndent Americ an nuclea r watchd og organi sation ,
ed
publish
has
and
Los Alamo s Study Group has got hold of
ry
the minute s of a meetin g held at the Pentagon on 10 Janua
of
testing
the
on
ence
confer
a
2003 at which prepar ations for
curren t nuclea r weapo ns and the design of a new genera tion
of weapo ns was discussed.

The confer ence is planne d for this Augus t at Stratco m, the
Strate gic Comm and headq uarters in Nebraska. The weapons
listed are: low (radiat ion) yield, earth penetr ating, enhanced
radiati on (the "neutr on" bomb) and 'agent defeat ing'. Agent
defeat ing refers not to blowin g up enemi es' agents but to the
destru ction of chemic al and biological agents .

Why do the Amer icans want such weap ons?
They want more flexible weapons and ones that could be
used agains t emerg ing threats like chemical and biological
weapons.
They want weapons that could be used on a battlef ield - not
agains t cities but agains t define d threat s which might not be
overco me using conven tional weapons.
The end of the concep t of Mutua l Assured Destru ction (MAD)
which kept a balance of terror with the Soviet Union is of no
use agains t a potent ial enemy which has smalle r weapons of
mass destru ction or disrup tion.

Woul d they be usea ble?
Some critics say mini-n ukes would so power ful that they
would spread radiati on and, therefo re, could not be used
withou t the risk of contam inating large areas.
They might defeat their own object and not be viable
battlef ield weapons. Other non nuclea r option s, such as air
burst bombs , could, perhap s, be used instead .
Howev er, the fact that the Pentagon is explor ing their use
indicat es that it thinks they could be techni cally possible.

How long has this been going on?
It grows out of a review of Americ an nuclea r strateg y in
Decem ber 2001. The Defence Secret ary Donald Rumsfeld
introdu ced a new concept. Instea d of the Old Triad in which
rs
air-lau nched and sea-la unched missiles and nuclea r bombe
put
formed a triangl e of nuclea r power , a New Triad was
forwar d. This consists of:

• "Offen sive strike system s", that is, the whole of the Old
Triad.
;. "Defen ses", includi ng the Nation al Missile Defence
System or anti ballisti c missile defenc e.
;. "A revital ized defens e infrast ructure that will provid e
new capab ilities in a timely fashion to meet emerg ing
threat s."
This means mini-n ukes and their kind and the ability to
design and produc e them in a five year time frame.

proliferation?
Anti nuclear groups fear that where the United States treads,
others will eventually follow. The Los Alamos Group says the
plans call into question the American commitment to article 6
of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. This says that "Each
of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue
negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to
cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to
nuclear disarmamentl."
The Treaty is essentially a bargain under which states
without the bomb agree not to develop it if states with it
move towards nuclear disarmament. This has not worked out
in practice.

What happens now?
The Americans are quite well advanced in their planning,
according to the leaked documents. There is, therefore,
every reason to think that in due course they will develop
some, at least, of the weapons they are examining.
Other countries will take a close interest and some might try
to build their own. A new concept of warfare is being
developed.

What else is being discussed?
One of the problems the US (and other nuclear countries)
faces is keeping its nuclear arsenal "up-to-date". It has had a
moratorium on live nuclear testing since 1992 yet testing is
the best way of checking that device has not deteriorated.
The leaked minutes show that it is very worried about this
problem and the question is raised as to whether there could
be 'low yield' testing.
That would raise the issue of nuclear testing again.
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NEW YORK, Feb. 19, 2003
(CBS) The U.S. governm ent will convene a
conference later this year to discuss the
need for small-scale nuclear weapons, and
determine whether the ban on nuclear
testing poses an obstacle to maintaining
America's nuclear force, a leaked
Pentagon docume nt says.
The document, obtained and posted on the
Internet by the nuclear watchdo g Los
Alamos Study Group, is the minutes of a
meeting last month planning for a
conference in August. It was first reported
by Britain's Guardia n newspaper.

(CBS)

'What would demand a test?"
Pentagon planning document

Explore the world's nuclear weapons
powers, how the National Missile
Defense system would work and a
history of the age of nuclear
weapons.

Nucle ar Threa t
~

Learn more about potential dangers
to humans in the nuclear age.

An official at the National Nuclear Security
Administration, which maintains the
national weapon s stockpile, confirmed the
authenticity of the docume nt to the
Guardian. But the official insisted the
conference was concern ed only with "Iongrange" planning.

Bush Presid ency
~

Explore the Bush White House The docume nt says the results of the
facts, figures, major events and key
conference would be ''forwarded, as
persona lities.
appropriate, to the Secretary of Defense
n
Pentago
"
Energy.
of
ry
Secreta
and
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a range of
Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld last conferences often consider
week refused to rule out the use of
policy.
become
never
policy options that
•
nuclear weapons in Iraq, but said
~Story
conventional weapons would do
Warfare
Cyber
Wants
Bush
Since entering office, the Bush
the job if war occurs. (AP)
Rules
administration has employe d a multifaceted
•
Story
approach to revising U.S. nuclear policy to
Fire
Under
meet what the White House considers
Strategy
First Strike
modern, as opposed to Cold War, threats.
•
<Ja) Story
Two-OnFor
Ready
n:
Pentago
To that end, Preside nt Bush and Russian
One
president Vladimir Putin have agreed to
Story
large cuts in their countries' nuclear
Bush Vows 'Overwhelming Force'
arsenals.
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At the same time, the administration's
Review
President Bush has launched a full- January 2002 Nuclear Posture
stated the need to consider North Korea,
scale review of American military
Iraq, Iran, Libya and Syria as countries
doctrine. (CBS)
where "contingencies" may develop that
required considering the use of nuclear weapons.
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nuclear
The posture review also stated that while the U.S. has not tested
stockpile
weapon s since 1992, and "is making every effort to maintain the
the indefinite
without additional nuclear testing, this may not be possible for
future."
"Nuclea r
The review also stressed the need for a range of nuclear options.
ent other
complem
will
purpose
and
scope,
attack options that vary in scale,
military capabilities," read a forward to the report.
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The leaked planning document says the conference was spurred by
our
testing
not
with
ted
associa
risk
"the
d
discusse
October 2002 memo that
nuclear weapons."
I

to
The minutes state explicitly that, "it is not the policy of the Administration
ce will
return to nuclear testing." However, one of the questions the conferen
address is "what would demand a test?"
of U.S.
The conference will consist of four panels addressing different aspects
.
nuclear capability and strategy
and
One will confront problems posed by the ban on testing. "What existing,
quantify
to
ies
capabilit
d
enhance
provide
new ... tools coming on-line could
, and
and minimize performance risk both for the (existing nuclear) stockpile
.
address
will
panel
the
question
a
is
s?"
weapon
potential new or modified
That panel will also consider "What is the role of nuclear testing in reducing
l risk
risk in the stockpile? ... What is the uncertainty in confidence and potentia
threshold for a test recommendation-what would demand a test? "
s,
A second panel will look at the possibility of fielding smaller nuclear weapon
g
enetratin
(earth-p
s,
weapon
d
low-yiel
for
ments
"ReqUire
ing
address
weapons), enhanced radiation weapons," - the type referenced in the
Nuclear Posture Review.
the
A third working group is set to focus on administrative challenges facing
Nuclear Security Administration, like "design, research and development,
production, maintenance." The last panel will deal with policy issues
surrounding nuclear weapons - namely how they fit into the U. S. defense
goals of "assurance, dissuaSion, deterrence, and defeat."
nuclear
Representatives from U.S. Strategic Command, the NNSA, national
various
the
staff
will
s
branche
military
the
and
laboratories, the Joint Staff
Strategic
committees. The conference is tentatively scheduled for August 4 at
Omaha.
in
rters
headqua
Command
n
The review of U.S. nuclear policy is part of a broad overhaul of America
House.
White
the
by
en
military doctrine undertak
longer
The president this summer announced that the U.S. doctrine would no
threats.
d
perceive
rule out preemptive strikes against
attack
This fall, the administration reiterated a standing U.S. policy that an
would
using weapons of mass destruction on the United States or its troops
s, which
resource
n
America
of
range
full
the
ng
employi
e
respons
a
by
met
be
includes nuclear weapons. That was seen as a warning to Iraq.
the use
Last week, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld refused to rule out
that "we
of nuclear weapons in a possible war with Iraq, although he indicated
can do what needs to be done using conventional capabilities."
By Jarrett Murphy
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LENG TH: 425 words
HEADLINE: US draws up plans for new wave of nuclear weapons;
War on terror: Bush may be turning up diplomatic heat at critical stage
BYLINE: Ben Leapman
BODY:

tion of nuclear weapons, in a move
AMERICAN defence chiefs are drafting secret plans for a new genera
in Iraq.
which could set back attempts to win international backing for a war
nukes" which would be
Leaked Pentagon plans suggest that the new devices could include "minias a deterrent.
ve
considered more "usable" than giant warheads, making them more effecti
leaked papers but said their
American government officials acknowledged the authenticity of the
move will be seized on by
contents were "what- if scenarios and very long range planning". The
plans as another example of
ns
weapo
opponents of American policy towards Iraq, who will cite the
ional treaties on nuclear
t
President Bush acting with disregard for world opinion and for interna
nonproliferation.
case that Tony Blair should be far
In Britain, Labour MPs are certain to use the revelations to press their
more cautious in his dealings with the American administration.
Opinion polls show that many Britons already see President Bush as
Saddam Hussein.

a bigger threat to world peace than

identified potent ial targets for
A paper published by US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld last year
ents would be best suited to the
American nuclear weapons and raised questions over what kind of armam
purpose.
t at the Omaha headquarters of
The leaked papers show that a "future arsenal panel" will meet in Augus
weapons, earth-penetrating
the US Strategic Command to consid er" requirements for low- yield
weapons, enhanced radiation weapons, agent defeat weapons".
g enemy stock of conventional,
Some of the newgeneration weapons would be "bunker-busters" allowin
stores.
chemical or biological weapons to be destroyed in their underground
.
Building the new nuclear devices would risk breaching a range of treaties
og organisation which obtained the
Greg Mello of Los Alamos Study Group, an Ameri can nuclear watchd
plans pose to the comprehensive
leaked papers, said: "It is impossible to overstate the challenge these
with article six of the nuclear
testban treaty, the existing nuclear test moratorium and US compliance
non-proliferation treaty."
America's plans for a "star wars"
The looming row over the nuclear plans echoes the controversy over
revived by President Bush.
missile defence shield, first floated by President Ronald Reagan and
r infighting, with the Government
The missile defence programme has already sparked a round of Labou
of equipm ent on British soil.
overriding objections from many backbench MPs to approve the siting
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The Bush administration plans a meeting this year to discuss
possibly building a new generation of small nuclear weapon s
that could be used against hard-te-reach targets like
underground bunkers, according to docume nts released by a
nuclear disarmament advocacy group.
The Los Alamos Study Group posted on its Web site the
minutes from a January 10 Pentagon meeting it said was
called to plan a secret conference "to discuss what new
nuclear weapons to build, how they might be tested ... and how
to sell the ideas to Congres s and the American public."
officials and nuclear
According to the leaked documents, the conference of military
in Omaha, Nebraska,
scientists would be held at U.S. Strategic Comma nd headquarters
2003.
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The Bush administration is planning a secret meeting in
August to discuss the construction of a new generation of
nuclear weapons, including "mini-nukes", "bunker-busters" and
neutron bombs designed to destroy chemical or biological
agents, according to a leaked Pentagon document.
The meeting of senior military officials and US nuclear
scientists at the Omaha headquarters of the US Strategic
Command would also decide whether to restart nuclear testing
and how to convince the American public that the new
weapons are necessary,
The leaked preparations for the meeting are the clearest sign
yet that the administration is determined to overhaul its nuclear
arsenal so that it could be used as part of the new "Bush
doctrine" of pre-emption, to strike the stockpiles of chemical
and biological weapons of rogue states.
Greg Mello, the head of the Los Alamos Study Group, a
nuclear watchdog organisation that obtained the Pentagon
documents, said the meeting would also prepare the ground
for a US breakaway from global arms control treaties, and the
moratorium on conducting nuclear tests.
"It is impossible to overstate the challenge these plans pose to
the comprehensive test ban treaty, the existing nuclear test
moratorium, and US compliance with article six of the nuclear
non-proliferation treaty," Mr Mello said.
The documents leaked to Mr Mello are the minutes of a
meeting in the Pentagon on January 10 this year called by
Dale Klein, the assistant to the defence secretary, Donald
Rumsfeld, to prepare the secret conference, planned for "the
week of August 42003 ".
The National Nuclear Security Administration, which is
responsible for designing, building and maintaining nuclear
weapons, yesterday confirmed the authenticity of the
document. But Anson Franklin, the NNSA head of
governmental affairs, said: "We have no request from the
defence department for any new nuclear weapon, and we
have no plans for nuclear testing.
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"The fact is that this paper is talking about what-if scenarios
and very long range planning," Mr Franklin told the Guardian.
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However, non-proliferation groups say the Omaha meeting will
bring a new US nuclear arsenal out of the realm of the
theoretical and far closer to reality, in the shape of new bombs
and a new readiness to use them.
'To me it indicates there are plans proceeding and well under
way ... to resume the development, testing and production of
new nuclear weapons. It's very serious," said Stephen
Schwartz, the publisher of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
who added that it opened the US to charges of hypocrisy when
it is demanding the disarmament of Iraq and North Korea.·
"How can we possibly go to the international community or to
these countries and say 'How dare you develop the,se
weapons', when it's exactly what we're doing?" Mr Schwartz
said.
The starting point for the January discussion was Mr
Rumsfeld's nuclear posture review (NPR), a policy paper
published last year that identified Russia, China, North Korea,
Iraq, Iran, Syria and Libya as potential targets for US nuclear
weapons.
According to the Pentagon minutes, the August meeting in
Strategic Command's bunker headquarters would discuss how
to make weapons to match the new policy. A "Mure arsenal
panel" would consider: "What are the warhead characteristics
and advanced concepts we will need in the post-NPR
environment?"
The panel would also contemplate the "requirements for lowyield weapons, EPWs [earth-penetrating weapons], enhanced
radiation weapons, agent defeat weapons".
This is the menu of weapons being actively considered by the
Pentagon. Low-yield means tactical warheads of less than a
kiloton, "mini-nukes", which advocates of the new arsenal say
represent a far more effective deterrent than the existing huge
weapons, because they are more "usable".
Earth-penetrating weapons are "bunker-busters", which would
break through the surface of the earth before detonating. US
weapons scientists believe they could be used as "agent
defeat weapons" used to destroy chemical or biological
weapons stored underground. The designers are also looking
at low-yield neutron bombs or "enhanced radiation weapons",
which could destroy chemical or biological weapons in surface
warehouses.
According to the leaked document, the "future arsenal panel"
in Omaha would also ask the pivotal question: "What forms of
testing will these new designs require?"
The Bush administration has been working to reduce the
amount of warning the test sites in the western US desert
would need to be reactivated after 10 years lying dormant.
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A leaked Pentagon document has confirmed that the US is
considering the introduction of a new breed of smaller nuclear
weapons designed for use in conventional warfare. Such a move
would mean abandoning global arms treaties.
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The document, obtained by the Los Alamos Study Group, a
nuclear weapons watchdog based in the US, describes plans for
a gathering of senior military officials and nuclear scientists at the
US Strategic Command in Omaha, Nebraska, during the week of

DINOSAUR

4 August.
The meeting would discuss further development, testing and
introduction of a new generation of low-yield nuclear weapons.
These weapons, with a destructive power of less than five
kilotons, could be designed to penetrate an underground bunker
before detonating. The Hiroshima bomb dropped by the US in
1945 had a yield of about 15 kilotons.
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The US military believes mini-nukes may provide a stronger
deterrent to rogue states. This is because the US would be more
willing to use them than standard nuclear weapons, which have
yields of hundreds of kilotons.
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US government officials have confirmed the authenticity of the
document, but say that it covers "very long range planning" and
"what-if scenarios".
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Enhan ced radiat ion
Also on the agenda for the August meeting would be enhanced
radiation weapons, also known as neutron weapons. These
produce a large amount of radiation without a devastating blast
and can be used to decimate weapons stockpiles and troops
without destroying much infrastructure.
Patrick Garrett. an analyst with the military think-tank
GlobaISecurity.org. says the docume nt is alarming. "It's like
looking at the cold war all over again." he told New Scienti st.
'The fact that they're actually going to sit down and to talk about
reliability issues and what would need to happen for production.
testing and guidance, means these people are particularly
serious about deploying these things sometime very soon," he
says.
Garrett adds that the long-term implications of contaminating a
target with radiation may not be well understood. "I don't think
these people understand that any use of a nuclear weapon is a
bad use." he says.
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Treaty threat
The Los Alamos Study Group also condemns the plans for
threatening international non-proliferation agreements. Greg
Mello, head of LASG, says: "It is impossible to overstate the
challenge these plans pose to the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty, the existing nuclear test moratorium, and US compliance
with Article VI of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty, which is
binding law in the US."
d
Recent US interest in the development of smaller, more targete
in
reported
st
Scienti
New
nted.
nuclear weapons is well docume
October 2000 that the US Defense Appropriations Bill ordered a
study of the feasibility of low-yield nuclear weapons. This
overturned a ban on research into the development of battlefield
nuclear weapons imposed in 1993.
In November 2002, New Scienti st also reported a further $15m
in US government funding for research into a nuclear "bunker
buster", called the Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator.
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Policy shift reflected in Bush's $21 million budget request for
weapons in 2004
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development and the
''Whafs dear is, in this administration, the brakes are off in nudear
Study Group, an armspush for nuclear testing," said Greg Mello, head of the Los Alamos
of top nuclear-weapons
control group in New Mexico that obtained minutes to a meeting
advisers.
U.S. nuclear policy:
The revelations are the latest herald of a potential sea change in
- On Thursday, House Republicans
touted an aggressive new nuclearweapons policy calling for scientists at
Lawrence Uvermore and Los Alamos
labs to begin studying "advanced
concepts" for new weapons for the first
time since 1994. GOP lawmakers say
they also are thinking of repealing a
1993 ban on research into low-yield
nuclear weapons, or those with an
explosive yield at or below a third of the
Hiroshima bomb.
- President Bush's new budget asks for
$21 million for design of new or modified
nuclear weapons in 2004.
- White House pronouncements since
September layout a new defense policy
giving greater prominence to pre-emptive
strikes on foreign weapons of mass
destruction. Pentagon war planners
already are drawing up contingency
plans for a nuclear strike in Iraq, to preempt or retaliate for a chemical or
biological attack, according to a Los
Angeles Times report.
- Nuclear Weapons Council Chairman
and Assistant Defense Secretary E.C.
"Pete" Aldridge Jr. asked weapons
scientists in October "to assess the
potential benefits that could be obtained
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for Nuclear, Chemical and Biological
Weapons Dale Klein has said the nation
will have to test within five to 10 years.
"The drums are beating pretty loudly on
all quarters," said Thomas Cochran, a
physicist and head of the Natural
Resources Defense Council's program
on nuclear arms.
"Like kids in a toy shop, they have all
these ideas (for weapons) they want to
pursue but without any utility," Cochran
said. "The U.S. has not designed a new,
successful weapon in decades, and
that's because all the practical
improvements you can make in nuclear
weapons were made at least two
decades ago."
Senior administration officials stress that
they have no requirements for new
nuclear weapons, meaning the military
services and Bush have not yet detailed
a new attack mission demanding a new
weapons design.
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congressional oversight of the nuclear weapons program of the United
Contact Ian Hoffman at ihoffman@angnewspapers.com .
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The Bush administration plans a meeting this year
to discuss possibly building a new generation of
small nuclear weapons that could be used against
hard-to-reach targets like underground bunkers,
according to documents released by a nuclear
disarmament advocacy group.
The Los Alamos Study Group posted on its Web
site the minutes from a Jan. 10 Pentagon meeting
it said was called to plan a secret conference "to
discuss what new nuclear weapons to bUild, how
they might be tested ... and how to sell the ideas
to Congress and the American public."
According to the leaked documents, the
conference of military officials and nuclear
scientists would be held at US Strategic Command
headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska, possibly the
week of Aug. 4, 2003.
The Santa Fe, New Mexico-based Los Alamos
group did not say how it obtained the documents
which it said demons trated the administration's
"bold sweep of nuclear weapons planning."
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WASHINGTON, Feb 18 (Reuters) - The Bush administration plans a
meeting this year to discuss possibly building a new generation of
small nuclear weapons that could be used against hard-to-reach
targets like underground bunkers, according to documents released by
a nuclear disarmament advocacy group.
The Los Alamos Study Group posted on its Web site the minutes from
a Jan. 10 Pentag~n meeting it said was called to plan a secret
conference "to discuss what new nuclear weapons to build, how they
might be tested ... and how to sell the ideas to Congress and the
American public."
According to the leaked documents, the conference of military officials
and nuclear SCientists would be held at U.S. Strategic Command
headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska, possibly the week of Aug. 4, 2003.
The Santa Fe, New Mexico-based Los Alamos group did not say how it
obtained the documents which it said demonstrated the
administration's "bold sweep of nuclear weapons planning."
"It's very rare that so many details about the nuclear weapons agenda
of the Bush administration would appear in the same documents, in
the same place," spokesman Greg Mello said in an interview on
Tuesday explaining why the group had made the material public.
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A spokeswoman for the Pentagon could not immediately confirm the
meeting.
The release of the documents come as critics are questioning whether
President George W. Bush's administration is contemplating lowering
the threshold fOr the use of nuclear weapons in wartime.
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At a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing last week, Sen. Carl
Levin, a Michigan Democrat, noted the administration's request for
funds to study nuclear weapons that could be used against deeply
buried targets.

•
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•

Italian lawmakers back
tough stance on Iraq

"If the United States sends signals that we're considering new uses for
nuclear weapons, isn't it more likely that other nations will also want to
explore greater use or new uses for nuclear weapons?" Levin asked
while questioning Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld.
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•
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Rumsfeld said other countries were engaging in underground tunneling
to develop, manufacture and store weapons. He said that "not having
the ability to penetrate and reach them creates a very serious obstacle
to U.S. national security."
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Carte blanche for new nukes?
Gloves come off as administration sets stage for debate on nuclear weapons
By Ian Hoffman, STAFF WRITER

Top Bush administration nuclear-weapons executives and weapons scientists are
sketching out a strategy for adding a new menu of mininukes, neutron bombs and
other nuclear arms to the nation's Cold War-style arsenal.
In talks at the Pentagon last month, federal defense executives and weapons
scientists from California and New Mexico setthe stage for a debate over "selecting
first 'small builds,'" - that is, choosing tailor-made weapons for limited production
runs.
"Whafs clear is, in this administration, the brakes are off in nuclear development and
the push for nuclear testing," said Greg Mello, head of the Los Alamos Study Group,
an arms-control group in New Mexico that obtained minutes to a meeting oftop
nuclear-weapons advisers.
The revelations are the latest herald of a potential sea-change in U.S. nuclear
policy:
On Thursday, House Republicans touted an aggressive
new nuclear-weapons policy calling for scientists at
Lawrence Uvermore and Los Alamos labs to begin
studying "advanced concepts" for new weapons for the
first time since 1994. GOP lawmakers say they also are
thinking of repealing a 1993 ban on research into lowyield nuclear weapons, that is, those with an explosive
yield at or below a third of the Hiroshima bomb.
President Bush's new budget seeks $21 million for
design of new or modified nuclear weapons in 2004.
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Pentagon war planners already are drawing up
contingency plans for a nuclear strike in Iraq, to preempt or retaliate for a chemical or biological attack,
according to a Los Angeles Times report.
Nuclear Weapons Council chairman and Assistant
Defense Secretary E.C. "Pete" Aldridge Jr. asked
weapons scientists last October "to assess the potential
benefits that could be obtained from a return to nuclear
testing."
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Meanwhile, Assistant Defense Secretary for Nuclear,
Chemical and Biological Weapons Dale Klein has said
the nation will have to test within five to 10 years.
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said Thomas Cochran, a physicist and head of the
Natural Resources Defense Council's program on
nuclear arms.
"Like kids in a toy shop, they have all these ideas (for
weapons) they want to pursue but without any utility,"
Cochran said.
"The U.S. has not designed a new, successful weapon
in decades, and that's because all the practical
improvements you can make in nuclear weapon s were
made at least two decades ago."
Senior administration officials stress that they have no
requirements for new nuclear weapons, meaning the
military services and President Bush have not yet
detailed a new attack mission demanding a new
weapons design.
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Pentagon Considers New Nukes
By John Fleck Journal Staff Writer

Policy May Lead to Next Gener ation of Weapo ns
about what would be neede d to
Military and Energy Depar tment leader s have begun thinkin g
according to a docum ent leaked by
design, test and build a new genera tion of nuclea r weapons,
memb ers of the arms control community.
g at the Pentagon, lays out the
The document, consisting of the minute s of a Jan. 10 meetin
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look
to
t
agend a for a secret confer ence to be held in Augus
Fe, distributed the docum ent to
Greg Mello, of the anti-nu clear Los Alamo s Study Group in Santa
confirm ed the docum ent's
official
reporters and posted it on the Internet. An Energy Depar tment
authenticity.
ing to the docum ent:
Among the issues to be considered at the Augus t meeting, accord
ns have?
* What charac teristic s should a new genera tion of U.S. nuclea r weapo

* How should a choice be made about which new weapo ns to build?
* Would new weapo ns require underg round test blasts?
t U.S. morato rium on such
* Could small-s cale "low-yield" testing be substituted for the curren
underg round nuclea r blasts?
minutes, were senior weapo ns
Among the attend ees at the Janua ry meeting, according to the
in New Mexico.
progra m officials from Sandia and Los Alamo s national labs
beyond the policy stage to the
The docum ent shows that "plans for new weapo ns are moving
detailed ... technic al stage," Mello said.
in the memo should be viewed as a
Gover nment official s disagreed, saying the proces s describ ed
r arsenal.
"what if" exerci se rather than active planning for a new nuclea
leader s ask it to provid e new
The nuclea r weapo ns comple x needs to be ready if national
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Robinson, president of Sandia National Laboratories.
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r defense policy.
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Heather Wilson, R-N.M., argued
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r devices that
The Bush administration is reviving interest in developing low-yield nuclea
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could be used to destroy such targets as reinforced bunkers holding chemi
giant warheads,
s
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than
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biological weapons with less damage to the surrounding
according to administration officials and government scientists.
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replace them
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would be lower.
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when the Army
Low-yield nuclear weapons have been controversial since the late 1970s,
Europe. The
tried to introduce neutron artillery shells and warheads to its forces in
blast and heat -explosion of the neutron weapon created enormous radiation, while its
Neutron weapons
though still powerful -- were smaller than traditional nuclear bombs.
Ronald Reagan
ent
were deferred by President Jimmy Carter after a public uproar. Presid
of an agreement
revived them, but President George H.W. Bush eliminated them as part
to reduce tactical nuclear weapons overseas.
officials studied
Discussion of developing low-yield weapons returned in the 1990s when
tic pulse that could
creating high-altitude low-yield weapons to produce an electromagne
wipe out enemy communications and electronics.
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say.
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WASHINGTON DC: The Bush administration plans a meeting this year to
discuss building a new generation of small nuclear weapons to target
underground bunkers, according to leaked documents.
The Los Alamos Study Group posted on its Web site the minutes from a
January 10 Pentagon meeting it said was called to plan a secret conference
"to discuss what new nuclear weapons to build, how they might be tested ...
and how to sell the ideas to Congress and the American public.
H

WASHINGTON DC: Hans Blix and Mohamed al-Baradei, the UN weapons
inspectors whose reports could decide whether America attacks Iraq, are
among 150 nominations for this year's Nobel peace prize. The two join the
Irish rock star Bono, a former governor of Illinois and a Cuban dissident in the
near-record number of groups and individuals proposed for the award, won
last year by the former US president Jimmy Carter
SINGAPORE: Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew said the US-led campaign to
wipe out terrorism will ultimately prevail but will most likely take at least a
decade before the scourge is defeated. Choking off access to funds which
terrorists need to finance their activities will be pivotal if the anti-terror
campaign is to emerge victorious, the elder statesman said.
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A leaked document suggests that Washington is beginning detailed planning
for a new generation of smaller nuclear weapons.
The document -- published by an anti-proliferation watchdog and confirmed as
genuine by U.S. officials -- indicates the weapons could be used against
targets like deep bunkers that contain chemical or biological agents.
The Los Alamos Study Group claims the plans would challenge the foundations
of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which limits the development of new
designs for nuclear bombs. Weapons experts say the plans clearly fit in with
the wider Bush doctrine of pre-emptive strikes in the future when the United
States feels itself to be threatened.
The New Mexico-based Los Alamos Study Group posted on its Web site what it
said were the minutes of last month's meeting in the Pentagon of senior U.S.
nuclear scientists.
It said the meeting was called to plan a secret conference "to discuss what
new nuclear weapons to build, how they might be tested ... and how to sell
the ideas to Congress and the American public."
The group said that the conference of senior military officials and
scientists would be held in August at the Omaha headquarters of the U.S.
Strategic Command in Nebraska.
The Los Alamos Study Group did not say how it obtained the document, but
said it decided to publish it, taking into account Washington's "bold sweep
of nuclear weapons planning."
"It's very rare that so many details about the nuclear weapons agenda of the
Bush administration would appear in the same documents, in the same place,"
group spokesman Greg Mello,said.
The minutes, which Bush administration officials confirm as genuine, also
talk of lower yield nuclear weapons being developed with reduced collateral
damage.
One of the principal tasks being considered for such devices is the
destruction of deep bunkers where chemical, biological or nuclear weapons
are stored.
President Bush has repeatedly stated that the United States would consider
pre-emptive strikes in the future if it considers itself to be threatened.
LOAD-DATE: February 20, 2003
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disarm amen t group .

The Los Alamos Study Group has publish ed the
minute s from a Januar y 10 Pentagon meetin g it
said was called to plan a secret confere nce "to
discuss what new nuclea r weapo ns to build, how
they might be tested ... and how to sell the ideas
to Congress and the Americ an public" .
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For a half century, nuclear bombs have
remaine d nighbna re weapous -doomsd ay arms designed to back up
Cold War deterreuce. For the past two
years, howeYer, the Bush adminis tration
has been working steadily to ease the
atomic bomb out of its Cold War closet.
And, with the White House pushing the
world toward a war in Iraq,
neoconsermtiYe hawks are picking up
the pace.
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The Los Alamos Study Group, an antiproliferation watchdog group based in
New Mexico, has published a classified
adminis tration memo which reYeals that
the White House has scheduled a
meeting of Pentago n officials and
nuclear scientists in August to discuss
the constru ction of a new generation of
nuclear weapons. As .Julian Borger of
The Guardian reports, the planned
meetings is the clearest indication yet
that the Bush adminis tration plans to
oYerhaul the nation's nuclear strategy to
better fit its doctrin e of preemptiYe
warfare.
US nuclear arsenal
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"To me it indicates there are plans proceeding and well under way
development, testing and production of new nuclear weapons.
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- DOCUMENT
Title: 'BUNKER BUSTER' BOMBS, NUCL EAR TESTS DISCUSSED
RELEASED BY WATCHDOG GROUP
Author: DAN STOBER, Mercury News
Date: February 20, 2003
Section: Front
Page: 4A
closed-door
An elite group of US. nuclear weapons leaders is holding a series of
weapon policy.
r
meetings to lay the groundwork for a significant shift in U.S. nuclea
production of a
Under consideration are a return to nuclear testing and the small-scale
s of a meeting at
new generation of battlefield nuclear weapons, according to the minute
ed mini-nukes,
the Pentagon last month. Among the weapons under discussion are so-call
as the neutron
earth-penetrating "bunker busters," "enhanced radiation" weapons such
ns. The
bomb and specialized explosives to destroy biological and chemical weapo
zation,
organi
minutes, released by the Los Alamos Study Group, a nuclear watchdog
ation" of the
also show that the participants were interested in how to "frame the explan
new policies.
ence in August
A series of smaller committee meetings are to culminate in a large confer
The goal is to
at the U.S. Strategic Command at Offutt Air Force Base in Nebraska.
Energy Secretary
and
eld
produce "decision memos" for Defense Secretary Donald Rumsf
of new weapons.
Spencer Abraham that could put the country back into the production
beyond the
One US. nuclear weapons scientist said the Bush administration has moved
ns of mass
Cold War notion of nuclear weapons as city-destroying retaliatory weapo
death.
n deaths, he
The new weapons will be smaller, with specific purposes and fewer civilia
said.
g in the opposite
Arms control experts, however, contend that the nation should be movin
.
direction, away from "usable" nuclear weapons, toward disarmament
Los Alamos
The minutes of the meeting were released by Greg Mello, who runs the
watchdog group near the national weapons laboratory in New Mexico.
to resume
He said the document makes clear that Bush administration officials expect
by President
explosive nuclear testing in the Nevada desert, which was halted in 1992
Bush's father.
to sell it to a
"They are trying to decide when, what size, under what rubric, and how
ts to persuade
reluctant world," Mello said. Arms-control proponents argue that attemp
cale U.S.
other countries not to develop nuclear weapons are undercut by the large-s
nuclear program.

the August
The Jan. 10 meeting was the first of a series of gatherings leading up to
is described as
conference on so-called stockpile stewardship. Stockpile stewardship
missile
and
maintaining the safety and reliability of aging U.S. hydrogen bombs
warheads without nuclear testing.
ys cutting-edge
The far-flung enterprise is funded with $6.4 billion annually and emplo
d National
supercomputers and gigantic scientific devices such as the stadium-size
Ignition Facility laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
completely
But Mello says the meeting minutes show the stewardship program "is
ts that participants
intertwined with development of new weapons." The document sugges
st.
study the question of how NIF and nuclear testing will co-exi
Rumsfeld's office,
The January meeting drew 32 participants from the Air Force, Navy,
Agency and the
the National Nuclear Security Agency, the Defense Threat Reduction
, also in New
three nuclear weapons labs, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore and Sandia
Mexico.
e Review of200 1
In tone, the minutes resemble the Bush administration's Nuclear Postur
licans last
and a proposal for a new nuclear strategy released by Congressional Repub
week.
Author: DAN STOBER, Mercury News
Section: Front
Page: 4A
Copyright (c) 2003 San Jose Mercury News
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Pentagon planning talks on
new nuclear weapons

THE UNITED STATES
HEADLIN ES
US UK ponder
resolution to placate
anti-war camp

REUTERS [WEDNES DAY. FEBRUARY 19. 2003 10:52:01 AM J

WASHINGTON: The Bush administration plans a meeting this
year to discuss possibly building a new generation of small
nuclear weapons that could be used against hard-to-reach
targets like underground bunkers, according to documents
released by a nuclear disarmament advocacy group.
The Los Alamos Study Group
posted on its Website the
minutes from a January 10
Pentagon meeting it said was
called to plan a secret
conference "to discuss what
new nuclear weapons to build,
how they might be tested ...
and how to sell the ideas to
Congress and the American
public."

NAM opposes US
'rushing to war' against

l!M
Pentagon planning
Halks on new nuclear
weapons
US. UK push new
resolution on Iraq at
UN
protests don't matter,
Iraq should disarm:
Bush
Bush to take deciSion
on war in two weeks
Western jets attack
radar in Iraqi 'no-fly'
zone

days
left

According to the leaked
documents, the conference of
military officials and nuclear
scientists would be held at US Strategic Command headquarters
in Omaha, Nebraska, possibly the week of August 4, 2003.
The Santa Fe, New Mexico-based Los Alamos group did not say
how it obtained the documents which it said demonstrated the
administration's "bold sweep of nuclear weapons planning."
"It's very rare that so many details about the nuclear weapons
agenda of the Bush administration would appear in the same
documents, in the same place," spokesman Greg Mello said in
an interview on Tuesday explaining why the group had made the
material public.
A spokeswoman for the Pentagon could not immediately confirm
the meeting.
The release of the documents come as critics are questioning
whether President George W. Bush's administration is
contemplating lowering the threshold for the use of nuclear
weapons in wartime.
At a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing last week, Sen.
Carl Levin, a Michigan Democrat, noted the administration's
request for funds to study nuclear weapons that could be used
against deeply buried targets.
"If the United States sends signals that we're considering new
uses for nuclear weapons, isn't it more likely that other nations
will also want to explore greater use or new uses for nuclear
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Rumsfeld said other countries were engaging in underground
tunnelling to develop, manufacture and store weapons. He said
that "not having the ability to penetrate and reach them creates a
very serious obstacle to US national security."
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Pentagon Planning New, More 'Usable' Nuclear Arsenal
February 2003
By Craig Cox,

Utne.com
tion of nuclear weapon s designe d for use agains t chemic al and
The Bush adminis tration is plannin g to develo p a new genera
The Guardian.
biological weapon s, according to a Pentag on report leaked to
"bunke r busters," and "neutron bombs ," will be discussed by
The new weapon s program , which would employ "mini-nukes,"
August meeting at the headqu arters of the U.S. Strategic
secret
a
at
senior Pentagon officials and govern ment scientists
Borger, is the clearest indicati on yet that the Bush
Comma nd in Omaha , reports Julian Borger. The meeting, notes
its new "pre-emptive force" doctrin e.
administration intends to employ nuclear weapon s as part of
s treaties, said Greg Mello, head of the Los Alamos Study
The move would violate severa l well-es tablishe d nuclear weapon
te the challenge these plans pose to the comprehensive tes1
oversta
to
Group, which obtained the docume nts. "It is imposs ible
nce with article six of the nuclea r non-proliferation treaty,"
ban treaty, the existing nuclear test morato rium, and U.S. complia
Mello explained.
Nuclea r Security Administration, confirm ed that the docume nts
Arson Franklin, head of govern mental affairs for the Nationa l
on official s-were authentic, but added that the Pentagon has
Pentag
of
obtained by Mello- minute s of a Januar y 10 meeting
no plans to begin testing them. "The fact is that this paper is
requested no new nuclear weapon s and that the agency had
Franklin said.
talking about what-if scenari os and very long-ra nge plannin g,"

Scientists, said the meeting demon strates the willingness of the
But Stephe n Schwar tz, publisher of the Bulletin of the Atomic
s there are plans proceeding and well under way ... to resurr
Bush administration to use nuclear weapon s. "To me, it indicate
," he said. "It's very serious."
the develop ment, testing, and produc tion of new nuclear wapons
s deman ds that other nations disman tle their weapon s of mas:
And, he added, it points out the hypocri sy of the adminis tration'
nity or to these countries and say, 'How dare you develop
destruction. "How can we possibly go to the interna tional commu
said.
he
these weapon s,' when it's exactly what we're doing,"
"usable " nuclear weapon s was sparke d by Secretary of
Accord ing to the docum ents, the move toward develop ing more
d Russian, China, North Korea, Iraq, Iran, Syria, and Libya;
Defens e Donald Rumsfe ld, whose nuclear posture paper identifie
ld" (less than a kiloton) weapon s, accordi ng to the Rumsfelc
potential targets for the new U.S. nuclear arsenal. These "low-yie
practica l application as tactical weapon s.
report, would be a more effectiv e deterre nt becaus e of their more
4.8985 28.00.h
Related Link: http://w ww.gua rdian.c o.uklint ernatio nallstor y/O.360
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Paper: Washington Post
Title: U.S. Explores Developing Low-Yield Nuclear Weapons
Author: Walter Pincus
Date: February 20, 2003
Section: A Section
Page: A9
r devices that
The Bush administration is reviving interest in developing low-yield nuclea
or
cal
chemi
g
holdin
could be used to destroy targets, such as reinforced bunkers
s giant
biological weapons, with less damage to the surrounding area than today'
The
sts.
scienti
ment
govern
warheads, according to administration officials and
as the
that
tories
program is based on views within the nation's nuclear weapons labora
replace them
United States reduces its stockpiles of larger nuclear weapons, it should
much less
have
ns
with smaller numbers of low-yield bombs. Low-yield nuclear weapo
ic arsenal.
explosive power than the large nuclear bombs that comprise today's strateg
le
credib
more
a
Nuclear weapons strategists believe low-yield weapons would be
of mass
deterrent against outlaw states and terrorist organizations with weapons
outside the
area
the
to
e
destruction. Since the bombs would inflict much less damag
would be lower.
target than high-yield devices, the threshold for using them presumably
when the
Low-yield nuclear weapons have been controversial since the late 1970s,
forces in Europe.
Army tried to introduce neutron artillery shells and warheads with its
its blast and heat
The explosion of the neutron weapon created enormous radiation, while
. This made the
-- though still powerful -- were smaller than traditional nuclear bombs
t the Soviet
weapon attractive to military officials planning for a possible war agains
Union in Europe's densely populated areas.
g, the neutron
Described as effective at killing people while leaving buildings standin
in Europe and the
weapons were deferred by President Jimmy Carter after a public uproar
ent George H.W.
United States. President Ronald Reagan revived the weapons, but Presid
r weapons
Bush eliminated them as part of an agreement to reduce tactical nuclea
overseas.
officials
Discussion of developing low-yield weapons returned in the 1990s when
produce an
studied the possibility of creating high-altitude low-yield weapons to
electronics.
electromagnetic pulse that could wipe out enemy communications and
ate
The low-yield weapons being considered now would be designed to penetr
te underground,
reinforced bunkers housing chemical or biological weapons and detona
agents and
ical
concentrating their explosive power and heat on the chemical or biolog
say.
reducing or eliminating radioactive fallout in the atmosphere, scientists
on on Jan. 10 to
Officials from the Defense and Energy departments met at the Pentag
an Energy
ile,
stockp
r
discuss plans for a conference on the future ofthe U.S. nuclea
r weapons
Department spokesman said. The idea of reviving the low-yield nuclea

ence,
development program was among the subjects to be discussed at the confer
Pentagon
the
and,
Comm
scheduled for August at the Omaha headquarters of Strategic
command responsible for the country's nuclear arsenal.
diation
"Requirements for low-yield weapons," including neutron or enhanced-ra
"agent defeat
weapons that create less heat and minimize explosive effects, along with
on the
put
were
ns,
weapons" designed to neutralize chemical and biological weapo
from the
agenda for a Future Arsenal Panel at that conference, according to notes
Alamos Study
Los
the
by
Pentagon planning session. The notes were released this week
ns activities.
Group, a New Mexico-based organization that tracks u.S. nuclear weapo
Pentagon news
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld was asked about the notes at a
ay by way of
conference yesterday. "I don't believe there is anything currently underw
developing new nuclear weapons," he said.
ns, but the
He added that the notes "referred not to the development of specific weapo
or might not
analysis that would go into determining whether or not something might
make sense."
modeling for
The Future Arsenal Panel at the August meeting will discuss computer
needed, the notes
possible new nuclear devices and what type of testing, if any, would be
ted by the
say. The notes add that consideration of the new weapons is being promp
Nuclear Posture Review completed by the Bush administration last year.
the country's
The Nuclear Posture Review called for the reduction by two-thirds of
It provided for
6,000 operational nuclear warheads and bombs over the next 10 years.
the
for
keeping several thousand warheads in a strategic reserve and allowed
development of new weapons based on changed security requirements.
President
Under an arms control treaty reached by President Bush and Russian
in its strategic
ions
reduct
Vladimir Putin last May, Russia committed itself to wholesale
nuclear arsenal as well.
is that it
One of the most controversial features of the Nuclear Posture Review
on a
attack
ptive
preem
a
for
seemingly left the door open to using nuclear weapons
s would be
threatening foreign country. The new study oflow -yield nuclear device
compatible with that provision.
resuming nuclear
Another matter before the August conference will be the prospect of
resumption of
testing, the notes said. The conference also will study the impact of a
testing on public opinion in the United States and abroad.
the politics to get
"They are going to discuss not only weapons and testing policies but
. "It's rare
Group
Study
them approved," said Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos
istration would
that so many details about the nuclear weapons agenda of the Bush admin
appear in one document."

t request,
The August conference comes on top of the administration's 2004 budge
deploy ed
of
nds
thousa
nizing
which seeks money to continue refurbishing and moder
a nuclear device
nuclear warheads. It also calls for study of a "robust earth penetrator,"
and posts or weapons
that would destroy buried, hardened underground bunkers for comm
storage.
r weapons
The Nuclear Security Administration, which runs the nation's nuclea
an increase from
complex at the Energy Department, is requesting $6.4 billion next year,
ted by the
this year's $5.9 billion and almost $1 billion above the last budge t presen
earth penetrator and
Clinton administration. The new request calls for $15 million for the
Los Alamo s
$21 million for two of the nation's national nuclear weapons laboratories,
r concepts.
nuclea
ced
and Lawrence Livermore, to assemble design teams to study advan
to build new
The teams are being created so that the United States has the expertise
said.
ls
officia
tment
weapons or change existing ones, senior Energy Depar
the Pentagon's
Last week, a House Republican policy committee recommended that
pment and that
Nucle ar Weapons Council revitalize advanced nuclear weapons develo
nuclear weapons,
Congress consider repealing a 1O-year ban on research on low-yield
lent of 5,000 tons of
those whose explosions are less than 5 kilotons, the explosive equiva
TNT.
workin g on
"It allows the United States to have teams of scientists and engineers
GOP policy
the
,"
emerging threats and potential problems before they becom e severe
committee report said.
Author: Walter Pincus
Section: A Section
Page: A9
Copyright 2003 The Washington Post

Deutsche Presse-Agentur,
February 21, 2003, Friday
04:04 Central European Time
SECTION: Politics
LENGTH: 658 words
HEADLINE: NEWS FEATURE: U.S. looking at new generation of "tactical nukes"
DATELINE: Washington
BODY:
As it plans a possible war against Iraq, the United States is also assessing
whether to build a new generation of smaller, tactical nuclear weapons in
future.
Unlike the Cold War's massive "city killers", supporters argued, smaller
"bunker-busters" could be used short of an all-out nuclear war to destroy
underground depots of weapons of mass destruction.
Washington has considered using current models of such bombs in an Iraq war
although it might be deterred by the enormous diplomatic cost of doing so,
the Los Angeles Times reported.
Some U.S. nuclear weapons strategists said they believe low-yield nuclear
weapons would be a credible deterrent against outlaw states and terrorist
groups, The Washington Post reported Thursday. Critics warned, however, that
no nuclear weapon should be considered "usable" and that earth-burrowing
weapons could blowout large craters and spread deadly radioactive dust
through the air.
Developing any new nuclear devices, non-proliferation groups cautioned,
makes their use more likely and breaks down a taboo against nuclear-weapons
use by all nuclear-armed nations.
This month, the Los Ala~os Study Group, a watchdog body, released a leaked
Pentagon document about plans for a secret August conference "to discuss
what new nuclear weapons to build".
The document said that one expert panel at such a meeting would look at "the
contribution of nuclear forces to each of the four principal defence goals:
assurance, dissuasion, deterrence and defeat".
American defence and nuclear energy officials would also "re- examine the
policy issues of the various levels of testing" and ask the question,
"Should the U.S. adjust its policy on nuclear weapons testing?" the paper
said.
Nuclear tests are now limited by the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
which the United States has not ratified, and the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, which it has. It also withdrew in December 2001 from the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.
.

10f2

Greg Mello, spokesman for the New Mexico-based Los Alamos Study Group,
expressed anger over the Pentagon's secret nuclear meeting: "These plans
deserve outrage - first in the United States and throughout the world."
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Head line: US plans maki ng "min -nuke s": claim s Britis h
pape r -- Detai l Story

LON DON: United States is planning to make "mini-

,

nukes", bunker busters" and neutron bombs to destroy chemical
and biological weapons, a leading British daily claimed on
Wednesday while quoting a leaked Pentagon document.
to
"The Bush administration is planning a secret meeting in August
s,
weapon
nuclear
of
tion
genera
new
a
discuss the construction of
including "mini-nukes", "bunker-busters" and neutron bombs
designed to destroy chemical or biological agents" said leading
British paper The Guardian on Wednesday.
t
It said "The leaked preparations for the meeting are the cleares
its
l
overhau
to
ined
detenn
is
tration
adminis
the
sign yet that
nuclear arsenal so that it could be used as part of the new "Bush
doctrine" of pre-emption, to strike the stockpiles of chemical and
biological weapons of rogue states".
''The meeting of senior military officials and US nuclear scientists
at the Omaha headquarters of the US Strategic Command would
e
also decide whether to restart nuclear testing and how to convinc
said
ry,"
necessa
are
s
weapon
new
the
the American public that
the daily.
The Guardian said" Greg Mello, the head of the LosAlamos Study
Group, a nuclear watchdog organisation that obtained the
Pentagon documents, said the meeting would also prepare the
ground for a US breakaway from global anns control treaties, and
the moratorium on conducting nuclear tests".

"It is impossible to overstate the challenge these plans pose to the

comprehensive test ban treaty, the existing nuclear test
moratorium, and US compliance with article six of the nuclear
non-proliferation treaty," Mello was quoted as saying by the daily.
''The documents leaked to Mr Mello are the minutes of a meeting
in the Pentagon on January 10 this year called by Dale Klein, the
assistant to the defence secretary, Donald Rumsfeld, to prepare
the secret conference, planned for "the week of August 4 2003","
said the Guardian.

British paper claimed that "The National Nuclear Security
Administration, which is responsible for designing, building and
maintaining nuclear weapons, yesterday confinned the
authenticity of the document. But Anson Franklin, the NNSA head
of governmental affairs, said: "We have no request from the
no
defence departm ent for any new nuclear weapon, and we have
plans for nuclear testing".

'The fact is that this paper is talking about what-if scenarios and
very long range planning," Franklin was quoted as saying by the
Guardian. 'To me it indicates there are plans proceeding and well
under way ..• to resume the development, testing and production
of new nuclear weapons.
It's very serious," Stephen Schwartz, the publisher of the Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists was quoted as saying by the paper. He
added that "it opened the US to charges of hypocrisy when it is
demanding the disarmament of Iraq and North Korea".
"How can we possibly go to the international community or to
these countries and say 'How dare you develop these weapons',
when it's exactly what we're doing?" Schwartz was quoted as
saying.
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Nuclear planners working on ability to conduct small-scale atomic warfar
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Nuclear-weapons planners want to revive a dying art - the design and
thermonuclear bombs - to counter new threats in a post-Cold War world.
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capabilities. The House panel also called for the repeal of a 1993 law
development
on low-yield weapons and endorses the creation of "an active advanced
program" to explore ideas for new or modified nuclear weapons.
n Affairs, New
As chairwoman of the Subcommittee on National Security and Foreig
report, she
Mexico Republican Heather Wilson led the review. In a foreword to the
engineer who is
credited the assistance of Gary Laughlin, a Sandia National Laboratories
y of Mechanical
serving on her staff as a congressional fellow from the American Societ
Engineers.
held both the
The report asserts that the notion of "mutually assured destruction," which
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United States and the former Soviet Union in check during the Cold War,
nation are
the
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threats
valid. While the United States is now the single superpower,
n was
"numerically smaller but more diverse and less inherently stable." Wilso
unavailable for comment.
the current arsenal
Harvey explained it this way: It would be difficult to justify the use of
our deterrence
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of larger nuclear weapons against non-nuclear powers, which hampe
smaller,
against nations like Iraq. An effective nuclear deterrent would necessitate
rogue
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"useable" nuclear weapons, capable of hitting underground bunke
l population.
nations where it will hurt them most - without wiping out the genera
for fear of an all-out
It's a significant shift in policy. The old deterrence relied on restraint
to use nuclear
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willing
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nuclear holocaust. This new U.S. policy relies on an appare
destructive
warheads, even as a first strike, to counter the development of similarly
weapons.
said Steve
"We are talking about nuclear weapons in a fundamentally different way,"
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Schwartz, publisher of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, a watchdog public
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dedicated to nuclear and security issues. "Anything that
come
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the use of nuclear weapons is an enormous step in the wrong direction
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back to haunt us in a very real way, because other
research into
As part of this year's appropriations, Congress allotted $21 million for
for the research
n
"advanced concepts" for nuclear weapons. This includes $15.5 millio
occur at Los
and design of the "Robu st Nuclear Earth Penetrator," which is likely to
Alamos and Lawrence Livermore national laboratories.
nuclear bomb in
The bunker-buster design might encase the insides of an existing thermo
In theory, this
a harder shell designed to smash deep into the ground before exploding.
and radioactivity
would destroy underground bunkers while confining most of the blast
below ground.

sparked a sizeable
This would not be the nation's first bunker buster, but the proposal has
cal grounds: It's
debate in the last year. Many scientists have opposed the idea on techni
itself in the
tough to make a bomb penetrate deep into the earth without destroying
the bomb down
process. Critics argue such a feat is outright impossible unless you canoy
rtz sums it
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by hand, in which case a conventional weapon would work just
up as a "total fantasy."
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on its absolute superiority in conventional weapons rather than
nuclear warfare.
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"We don't need to be threatening rogue nations with nuclear attack in
from pretty much anything they might try," he said.
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more generally the administration's nuclear policies. He could not be
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entirely
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say.
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not ratified the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the nation maintains
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Treaty) to
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Pentagon plans conference on how to develop, build new kinds of
nuclear weapons for "small strikes" - and how to sell these ideas to
Congress, American people
The Study Group deserves no credit for unearthing this
document. We didn't dig it up, and it was not given to us
with the idea that we would publish it. Quite the contrary.
We have come to believe, however, that it is our
responsibility to make it availability in its entirety, to do so
rapidly (e.g. before any war in Iraq) -- and to do so from a
position outside Washington, DC in order to enhance the
vitality and diversity of debate about U.S. nuclear weapons.
Contact: Greg Mello, 505-982-7747
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On January 10,2003, thirty-two senior nuclear weapons managers from
U.S. nuclear weapons laboratories, the uniformed military, the National
Nuclear Stewardship Administration (NNSA), and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense met in the Pentagon to discuss the future of the
U.S. nuclear weapons program.
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Minutes from this meeting have now become available. These meetings
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New, secret nuke plan.
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.
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US pre-emptive nuclear strike plan
No longer will the United States refrain from the
use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear
nations, unless the madness is stopped, says
Jeffrey Steinberg.
During the third week of February, a number of newspapers in the
United States and Great Britain published segments of a
Pentagon document, suggesting that the Bush Administration is
moving ahead with plans to develop a new generation of "mini"
nuclear weapons, to be used against "Third World despots" who
collude with terrorists and possess weapons of mass destruction i.e. Saddam Hussein.
The January 10, 2003 memo from Dr. Dale Klein, outlined p'lans
for an August 2003 conference at the Omaha, Nebraska
headquarters of the US Strategic Command, where scientists and
military planners will gather to make decisions on the production
and deployment of a new generation of "mini" nuclear bombs,
"bunker busters" and other nuclear devices that will become part
of the US military's arsenal of offensive weapons. No longer is the
first use of nuclear weapons a taboo. No longer will the United
States refrain from the use of nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear nations, unless the madness is stopped.
Already, a number of prominent Democrats, including 2004
Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche, and Senators
Edward Kennedy and Diane Feinstein, are making a big stink over
this insane utopian shift in policy.

... Ankara seer
US troops deJ
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be launched il
days
"'Arabsummi
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... US, British,
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not breach U~
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standstill by e
strike

LaRouChe has identified the push for the use of nuclear weapons
against Iraq as a scandal that must be exploited, to stop the war
drive now. Senators Kennedy and Feinstein are reportedly
Circulating a draft resolution among Senate colleagues, to also
take up the issue. And senior Democratic Party figures, in the
circles of former President Bill Clinton, have confirmed that there
is intense debate and worry behind the scenes, over the Bush
Administration's war party being just insane enough to actually
use such nuclear weapons in an attack on Iraq.

... Arafat: Pale!
will pay heav~
war

The prospect of the US using nuclear weapons against Iraq adds
a new, even more horrifying dimension to the threat of war in the
Persian Gulf. LaRouche has already called on President Bush to
renounce this madness.

... US pre-emp'
nuclear strike

The leak of the January 10, 2003 document did not come in a
vacuum. For the past year, the Bush Administration has been
moving, step by step, to overturn a fifty year policy of keeping
nllr.lA~r WA~n(m<::
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deterrent. Here is a short chronology:
In January 2002, the Bush Administration issued its Nuclear
Posture Review, a Congressionally mandated report on the US
nuclear weapons program. For the first time, the 2002 report
openly discussed the possible use of nuclear weapons, naming
seven countries that could be targets of the American nuclear
arsenal: Russia, China, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya and Syria.<
On February 22, 2002, John Bolton, a leading Administration
chicken hawk, who runs the arms control and disarmament office
at the State Department, gave an interview to the Washington
Times, in which he boasted about the Bush Administration's intent
to use nuclear weapons, under certain circumstances. He
candidly told the Times that the world had changed so
dramatically on Sept. 11, 2001, that it was no longer unthinkable
to use nuclear arms against rogue states thought to possess
weapons of mass destruction.
Bolton told the Washington Times that to continue with the
doctrine of no first use of nuclear weapons reflected "an
unrealistic view of the international situation. The idea that fine
theories of deterrence work against everybody, which is implicit in
the negative security assurances, has just been disproven by
September 11," he said, adding, paradoxically, "What we are
attempting to do is create a situation where nobody uses weapons
of mass destruction of any kind."
It is no coincidence that Bolton's chief deputy at the State
Department is David Wurmser, one of the authors, along with
Richard Perle and Doug Feith, of the 1996 "Clean Break" report to
then-Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, calling on Israel
to abrogate the Oslo Accords, launch preemptive war on the
Palestinian Authority, and drive America into an armed attack on
Iraq.
On September 14, 2002, President Bush signed a secret
document, National Security Presidential Directive 17, which
stated, in part: "The United States will continue to make clear that
it reserves the right to respond with overwhelming force including potentially nuclear weapons - to the use of [weapons of
mass destruction] against the United States, our forces abroad,
and friends and allies."
On December 11, 2002, the Bush Administration released a
declassified version of NSPD-17, under the title "National Strategy
to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction." The reference to the
use of nuclear weapons was not included in the declassified
version, but instead said that the government would "resort to all
of our options," an only Slightly camouflaged version of the same
idea.
On January 31, 2003, the Washington Times published a
front-page story, revealing the existence of NSPD-17, which
warned, "The disclosure of the classified text follows newspaper
reports that the planning for a war with Iraq focuses on using
nuclear arms not only to defend US forces, but also to pre-empt
deeply buried Iraqi facilities that could withstand conventional
explosives. "
On February 19, 2003, the London Guardian was the first
newspaper to publish the Jan. 10, 2003 Pentagon minutes of the
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planning for the Omaha session in August. The Guardian and
other major newspapers have received copies of the Dr. Klein
memorandum from Greg Mello, who heads a group called the Los
Alamos Study Group, which initially received the leak.

A Decade-old policy
The push for a new generation of nuclear weapons, to be used as
part of America's offensive military arsenal, has been underway
for a decade. It first surfaced in the immediate aftermath of the
1991 Persian Gulf War, just as the current Bush Administration's
supposedly "new" national security doctrine of preventive war was
first promoted by Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Lewis Libby, Eric
Edelson and Zalmay Khalilzad back in 1991, when they were all
together at the Pentagon.
In April 1991, shortly after Operation Desert Storm, then-Secretary
of Defense Cheney commissioned a study of how the United
States should respond to the new military strategic reality of the
fall of the Soviet Union, leaving the USA as the world's
unchallenged military superpower. Wolfowitz, then Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Policy, teamed up with his deputies,
Libby, Edelman and Khalilzad, and presented Cheney with a plan
for an American military empire, striking out against any nation or
alliance of nations threatening American military hegemony. The
use of a new generation of nuclear weapons was included in the
proposed new arsenal.
In 1992, when Cheney and his cohorts attempted to include the
idea of preventive war, and the offensive use of mini-nukes in
their draft Defense Planning Guidance, the proposal was vetoed
by President George Bush Sr., at the urging of his top national
security aides, General Brent Scowcroft and James Baker III.
Nevertheless, in January 1993, after Bush had been defeated by
Bill Clinton, Cheney did put the same utopian ideas into his final
policy pronouncement, "Defense Strategy for the 1990s: The
Regional Defense Strategy." The document read, in part, "In the
decade ahead, we must adopt the right combination of deterrent
forces, tactical and strategic ... to mitigate risk from weapons of
mass destruction and their means of delivery, whatever the
source. For now this requires retaining ready forces for a
survivable nuclear deterrent, including tactical forces. In addition,
we must complete needed force modernization and upgrades."
While the language was vague to the average reader, it was
crystal clear to the utopians among the defense planners and
scientists. By October 1991, the Strategic Air Command of the US
Air Force had already commissioned a study on the future uses of
mini-nuclear weapons, and two scientists from Los Alamos
National Labs had published a declassified study, calling for the
development and deployment of "mini," "micro," and "tiny" nuclear
bombs.
Of course, the architects of this madness, back in 1991-93 are
now back in power again. Cheney is Vice President, his chief of
staff and chief national security advisor is Lewis Libby, Paul
Wolfowitz is Deputy Secretary of Defense, and Eric Edelman is
one of Libby's chief strategists at the VP Office. Zalmay Khalilzad
is the Bush Administration's liaison to the Iraqi opposition.
At a Feb. 4. 2003 forum at the Willard Hotel in Washington,
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Michael Ledeen, a leading chicken hawk mouthpiece and
self-professed "universal fascist," candidly stated that if the United
it
States launches a war agains t Iraq - which he fully endorses Syria,
Iran,
g
targetin
will, in reality, be a regional war, also
Lebanon and even Saudi Arabia. If the utopian schem ers in the
Bush Pentagon are not stopped, they may trigger more than a
regional war. As Lyndon LaRouche has warned, repeatedly, this
r
could be the trigger for World War III. And it could be a nuclea
war.

This article appears in the March 7, 2003 issue Execu tive
Intelligence Review.
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Critics Decry Dangers of U.S. Nuclear Arms
Policy
THe Feb 25,10AO AM ET

_Add Politics - Reuters to My Yahoo!

By Will Dunham

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Arms control advocates say the Bush
administration is taking a dangerous new approach to nuclear arms by
exploring a new class of bunker-busting nuclear bomb and threatening
nuclear retaliation for a chemical or biological weapons attack.
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Won't Destroy Rockets

~
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Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said the
Pentagon has an obligation to have
"procedures whereby we would conceivably
use nuclear weapons," adding, "We've had as
a general policy of our country ... not to rule out
various options."

New attention has been focused on the
administration's
nuclear arms policy as
• Bush Presses U. N. to
President Bush builds a large force in the Gulf
Back Action Vs. Iraq
region for possible war with Iraq to stop any
AP· 2 hours, 8 minutes ago
programs it has to make weapons of mass
• Blix Says Iraq Signals
destruction.
New Cooperation
Ap· 2 hours, 57 minutes ago "The Bush administration is reinforcing and, in
Special Coverage
some ways, expanding the role of nuclear
weapons in our military and foreign policy,"
said Daryl Kimball, executive director of the
Washington-based Arms Control Association advocacy group.
AP • 1 hour, 1 minute ago

The Los Alamos Study Group, another arms control organization, last
week released notes it obtained detailing a Jan. 10 meeting at the
Pentagon to plan an August conference, to be held at U.S. Strategic
Command headquarters in Nebraska, on the U.S. nuclear arms stockpile.
Topics to be addressed include "requirements for low-yield weapons" -nuclear bombs intended to be used against targets such as deeply buried
underground bunkers -- and "agent defeat weapons" intended to wipe out
chemical or biological weapons that may be stored in such bunkers,
according to the notes .
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"Here we are in a just and responsible exercise trying to rid Iraq of
nuclear weapons (development) but at the same time we are
indirectly threatening the possible use of nuclear weapons," he
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"We're on a slow slide toward the development of new types of
nuclear weapons and the possible resumption of nuclear testing, if
. this policy is not checked by responsible people in Congress,"
Kimball said.
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Sen. Edward Kennedy, a liberal Massachusetts Democrat, decried
what he called a "new direction" in U.S. nuclear policy. He said a
nuclear bomb should not be viewed as "just another weapon in an
arsenal," saying a U.S. atomic strike on Iraq would be the most
fateful decision since the 1945 attack on Hiroshima and would
rupture U.S. relations with the rest of the world.
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"So deterrence is enhanced by having a realistic set of options for
actually using the weapons to achieve military and political goals,
because then it becomes convincing to the other side that, yes, they
can be used and they can be used very effectively to his incredible
detriment," Spring added.
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Rumsfeld said the notes "referred not to the development of specific
weapons but the analysis that would go into determining whether or not
something might or might not make sense."
Bush recently issued a directive stating that America reserves the right "to
respond with overwhelming force," including even nuclear weapons, to the
use of chemical or biological weapons as well as nuclear arms against the
United States, U.S. forces aboard, "and friends and allies."
Bush's directive appeared to raise the possibility that the United States
would consider using nuclear bombs against Iraq if, for example, the Iraqis
attacked U.S. forces with chemical weapons or shot missiles into Kuwait
carrying biological arms.
Defense analyst William Arkin wrote last month that the Defense
Department was drawing up lists of possible Iraqi targets such as
underground bunkers for nuclear bombs, and was considering a possible
pre-emptive nuclear strike.
'DOESN'T MAKE MUCH SENSE'
Military analysts said U.S. forces could get the job done in a war with Iraq
without resorting to nuclear bombs.
"We don't need nuclear weapons," said retired U.S. Air Force Lt. Gen.
Thomas Mcinerney.
"If it's a war of liberation, dropping nukes on people you're trying to liberate
doesn't make much sense," he added.
"Anything that we want to do in Iraq can be accomplished without nuclear
weapons, easily in fact," said Loren Thompson, a military analyst with the
Lexington Institute.
"Secondly, we are very, very reluctant to provide any justification for other
countries acquiring nuclear weapons. And thirdly, the use of nuclear
weapons is totally antithetical to the way that we prefer to wage war now.
Our whole concept of war-fighting now is about precision and
discrimination. And nuclear weapons just don't fit that doctrine," Thompson
added.
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Op-ed: Nuclear resurgence in the US
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US nuclear weapons laboratories afnd tlhe Pentagon havhe
pursuing the development
nuc ear weapons. T. us
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i. the hypocrisy of the Bush administration ~ active pursuit of

i

0

!useable nuclear weapons

while accusing Iraq of developing

!.....-.~- .....-......- .•~.1 weapons of mass destruction is monumental

On January 10, 2003, 32 senior nuclear weapons managers from US
nuclear weapons laboratories, the uniformed military, the National
I Nuclear Stewardship Administration (NNSA), and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense met in the Pentagon to discuss the future of the US
nuclear weapons programme. Earlier this week, the Los Alamos Study
Group (LASG), a small non-governmental organisation that works for the
abolition of nuclear weapons, obtained the minutes from this meeting and
released it publicly (see http://www.lasg.org/). The minutes show,
according to Greg Mello of the LASG, "the bold sweep of nuclear weapons
planning in the Bush Administration."

I
I

The purpose of the January meeting was to plan a secret conference later
this year. The agenda for the upcoming conference includes an
assessment of the stockpile stewardship programme and the
effectiveness of the current and future US nuclear stockpile, what
weapons may go into a future U.S. nuclear arsenal, how they might be
tested, how these weapons might be mated to new delivery systems, and
how these are to be related to the other parts of the US arsenal including
ballistic missile defence systems. Among the new weapons to be
discussed are low-yield weapons, earth-penetrating weapons, enhanced
radiation weapons, and agent defeat weapons.

I
I

I What
characterises all of these weapons is that they fit with the emphasis
in the 2002 US Nuclear posture review (see The Friday Times, April 5-11,

I
I

2002) for more useable nuclear weapons whose use is more credible.
This is because over the last decades nuclear advocates have been
postulating specific targets, such as deep underground bunkers, as
requiring the use of nuclear weapons. Given the current rhetoric about
rogue states and terrorism, questions about whether such targets really
exist and what threat is really posed by them are never asked. Nuclear
advocates also hope that their typically smaller yields would reduce the
outrage provoked by their use. The hypocrisy of the Bush administration's
active pursuit of such useable nuclear weapons while accusing Iraq, with
its crumbling infrastructure, of developing weapons of mass destruction is
monumental.

lone new element revealed by the minutes of the January 10 meeting is

i an emphasis on building small quantities of new nuclear weapons. The

I upcoming

conference is to explore possibilities for changing the process
for authorising such production. Small production lines would allow for
greater stealth; pre-delegation of authority to build w9uld also leave no
room for political debate and possible cancellation. It also fits with
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modern management techniques of not accumulating substantial
inventories; instead weapons are to be manufactured just in time and in
the quantities that are needed. The January 10 meeting talks explicitly
about a "testing strategy for weapons more likely to be used in small
strikes" and raises the possibility that "a requirement for higher
confidence in small strikes" might "drive larger test asset inventories".
The January 10 meeting is by no means the only evidence of a push for a
new round of nuclear weapons research and testing. Included in the Bush
administration budget, for example, is $21 million for design of new or
modified nuclear weapons in 2004. The budget for weapons work itself is
roughly $6 billion, up from about $3.2 billion in 1995. Even though it
maintains a moratorium on nuclear tests, the Bush administration also
called for increasing the readiness of the Nevada test site to resume
testing.

I

Ii

House Republicans have also supported an expanded nuclear weapons
programme. In a review released last week, they laid out a requirement
for "a fully capable nuclear weapons complex" and a "confident, capable
workforce needed to operate this complex". The review recommends that
the time period needed for the US to conduct a nuclear test be reduced to
"possibly as low as 12 months" from the current three years and pursuing
research on low-yield weapons (under five kilotons yield or about a third
of the yield of the weapon dropped on Hiroshima).

The Bush administration and the Republicans in the Congress are clearly
singing a tune orchestrated by nuclear weapons laboratories and the
branches of the Pentagon responsible for nuclear strategy. Since the end
of the Cold War, these institutions have been searching for a rationale for
their existence. Through the invocation of a purported threat from
so-called rogue states - Iraq, Iran, North Korea and Libya - the
Pentagon managed to keep up its high budgets. Even then, to seek to use
nuclear weapons against them was a bit laughable. With the Bush
I administration's new doctrine of preemptive attack, this aim has gained
in respect and has resulted in budget increases. Speaking to the San
Francisco Chronicle last October, Michael Anastasio, director of the
Lawrence Livermore nuclear weapons laboratory, put it succinctly: "I
actually had a fear for the future viability of the lab ... It just feels very
I different now. It's a positive tone as opposed to a going out of business
I tone."

I

I
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Nuclear weapons laboratories have also managed to convert a vaguely
defined rogue state threat into a series of technical requirements - the
ability to destroy underground command centres, stores of biological or
chemical agents, and so on. This effectively shifts the terms of the debate
from one of the necessity or prudence of using nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear weapon states to one of whether nuclear weapons could
perform the self-selected tasks. Indeed, the fact that they may not be
able to fulfil the set requirements could itself allow the weapons
laboratories to seek larger amounts of funding for research.

!

I

The lessons for South Asia of this nuclear resurgence in the US are clear
enough. The institutions that make nuclear weapons and operate them
have a vested interest in these massively destructive weapons staying
around forever and ever. Nuclear weapons are powerful, and like other
sources of power, it also corrupts. What is corrupted is the process for
social and popular control over institutions that are supposed to be
answerable to the citizens of the country. This has to be challenged at
each and every stage, and the earlier the better.
M V Ramana is a physicist and research staff member at Princeton
University's Program on Science and Global Security and co-editor of
Prisoners of the Nuclear Dream
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Amy GoodPage B-4
',inan, the
Iiostofthe
radio show Demomicy
,Now, tolli a,p,acked house
at Cloud' Cliff Bakery on
Friday,night. '
,She cited global protests
involving more than 30
million people Feb. 15-16
as eviqence that most people
ag~l,nst war in Iraq.,
"The, world said no to
,yar. The answer is grass','roots globalization. ...
'
There is tremendous hope

are

there," said ..Goodman,
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whose talk was parror th,e,
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pie," Goodman said, noting
the only way to reriew a
dialogue is to take to the
streets andyoice dissent.
There's safety in numbers,
she said, leading,into sev"
eral stories about people
who have been "<!etained"
and questioned bylhe fed"
eral government forvoicing their opinion against
the war.
From Goodtnan's
perspective; the United
States is losing,touch with
its own values and cherGuerra, 'a Santa Fe'resldent, listens to talk of war and ished rights. "I don't think
nuclear weapons by Pacifica Radio journalist Amy GoOdman this is the Atnerica people
died for and fought for for
on Friday evimlng at ClOUd Cliff Bakery.
many years," she said.
It was a point made by
Salt of the Earth conferwhat happens,arter,and
earlier speakers at Friday
ence this weekend in Santa who gets the war spoils;"
she said, "The war spoils -,' ,night'seve?t,
Fe. "It is up to everyone to
what are they? Oil. Oil. Oil."
stand up"md speak out."
, Goodman noted military
, The mainst,i'e;lm, corporate media, meanwhile, has
planners are no 16pger
stopped reporting the voice
talking about whether the
,of an9war protesters as
United States should
Hyest~rd~y's st~ry," she said.
invade Iraq but what will
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, hllPPen,in,a post-war Iraq.
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Alamos national laboratories
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,'tracking and criticizing activ- stored in a bunker in Albuities at Los Alamos National
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are running the show in the
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of its citizenry. He noted' the
Jay Coghlan, who heads
nation is developing new,
Nuclear Watch of New Mexmore-useable nuclear bombs
ico, underscored Mello's comdespite its commitment to
ments, !noting the United
good-faith negotiations aimed States is about to invade Iraq
at total nuclear disarmament
under the guise of destroying
as required by the Nuclear
weapons of mass destruction
Nonproliferation Treaty,
while building up its own
arsenal.
What's more, Mello noted,
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Gov. Bill Richardson vo.iced
his support for the Vtiiversityof
California'~ manageinep,t of Lo~
Alamos National Lab'orqfoty on
Friday, citing "linpre~eaeiited>
dramatic action", on the plll'(of
the university to addr'ess man: '
agement problems and "change
the culture" at the lab.'
,
Flanked by L()s Alamo~
Interim Director Pete Nanos,at
'a news conference in the ,Capitol, Richardson praised effQrts
by both the university,' imd
,Nanos to address allegatillns of
purchase-card fraud, millio)lsof
dollars in missing and $tWe!1
property and efforts'by!":;~ab
managers to keep these -':i'!tob;
lems outofthe public eye: '. ,
These scandals have threat,
ened ,the univ~rsity'~ ,60,yea~
relationship withthe.u.S:pep(jrt,
ment of. Energy,:at:.I,os ,Alamos,
but Ricblird~on said adec;isi(jn to
, replace'liF w6uld,()nlYI!tity:tpe
laboratory. its employees', ',and
ultimately the nation. Once'Sevi
erect, he said, Los Alamos' rela;
tionsh!pwith a key researcp
institution would be "nearly
impossible to reconstitute:"
"There were problems, mati'
agement problems, at the lab, blit
they are being, addressed by an
aggressive ne.w:I~,,,er," Ricbat;d-

son said. "Lers'.sWy~the courseY

Richardson:; ',': WhO renew~d
UC's current contract' for,:L9s
Aiamos'lab as Energy Secretary
under President Clinton, said he
'plans to write a letter and,'talk
to his successor, Secretary
Spencer Abraham, 'in support of
maintaining that 'contract. i).braham announced 'plans to review
the university's, contract by the
end of April.
Nanos descrilied'Richardson's
support as "extremely 'impor...
tant."
Richardson also called on the
university to form a reSearch
consortium with The University
of New Mexico, New Mexico
State University and New MexicoTech. Nanos said the lab is
already working with these insti·
tutions and .would be willing to
formalize these relationships to
take advantage of existing technical expertise within the,state:
, "We're already reachingqut; I
think," Nanos said.
'
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Plans for small bombs, resumed tests could prompt other nations to follow
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As the United States moved closer this week to launching a war against Iraq -- in
part to prevent it from developing a nuclear armory -- controversy grew over the
Bush administration's efforts to develop new, "usable" nuclear bombs that critics
say may encourage the spread of these uniquely destructive weapons.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., on Wednesday described as "extremely provocative
and dangerous" administration proposals that would repeal a decade-old prohibition
on the development of smaller nuclear bombs, allow building "low-yield" warheads,
and make it easier to resume nuclear testing.
Feinstein said such proposals could prompt other countries to build their own
nuclear stockpiles in response. She said, "If we are not careful, our own nuclear
posture may well provoke the very nuclear-proliferation activities we seek to
prevent."
The proposals, which run counter to 50 years of a policy favoring nonproliferation,
have not been officially declared, but their outlines have become clear in recent
months from leaked documents, comments by administration and Pentagon officials,
and the administration's budget requests.
Supporters say a more assertive U.s. nuclear posture is needed to prevent hostile
states and terrorist groups from building their own nuclear arsenals and hoarding
other weapons of mass destruction. The policy would rely more on threats of force
and possible pre-emptive strikes than on treaties, negotiations and sanctions, as in
the past.
"The Bush administration has pushed a radical redirection of nonproliferation
strategy," said Joseph Cirincione, director of the nonproliferation project at the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Cirincione and other critics warn that the evolving doctrine could start a whole new
nuclear arms race, from Asia to Latin America.

"If the United States sends signals that we are considering new uses for nuclear
weapons, isn't it more likely that other nations will also want to explore greater use
or new uses for nuclear weapons?" Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., a senior member of the
Armed Services Committee, asked of Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld at a
Senate hearing two weeks ago.
Rumsfeld countered that the new U.S. nuclear weapons being discussed -- so-called
"bunker-busters" that could, in theory, burrow underground and destroy caches of
enemy weapons -- are needed to deter foes from trying to hide their arsenals in
deep tunnels.
"Not having the ability to penetrate and reach them creates a very serious obstacle
to U.S. national security," Rumsfeld said.
Supporters of the new policy also argue that the old nonproliferation system of
treaties and international organizations, including the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and the International Atomic Energy Agency, are no match for the ambitions
of states with nuclear ambitions, like North Korea, Iraq and Iran.
ORIGIN IN THINK TANK
The blueprint for this fundamental policy shift was partly formulated two years ago
by a Washington, D.C., think tank, the National Institute for Public Policy, which
bluntly called the old nonproliferation system "outmoded."
"Arms control agreements negotiated in good faith can become harmful to national
security when they effectively preclude the U.S. capability to adapt to changing
times," said a panel of 28 experts. Seven members of the panel now occupy
prominent positions in the Bush administration, including the director of the National
Nuclear Security Administration and the deputy director of the National Security
Council.
David Smith, a former arms negotiator and the institute's chief operating officer, said
there was "an air of unreality" surrounding the previous nonproliferation poliCies of
restraint and disarmament. "It could never do all the things some claimed for it. It
can hinder, but it can't stop proliferation."
In a policy paper issued earlier this month, the House Policy Committee, an
influential group of House Republicans led by Rep. Heather Wilson, R-N.M, called for
the development and testing of smaller, "low-yield" nuclear weapons, claiming that
the old nonproliferation polices had worked "largely where they were not needed."
Critics of the nonproliferation agreements also argue that regional ambitions and
tensions have conSistently thwarted U.S. attempts to keep the nuclear genie in the
bottle. They point to India and Pakistan, which have built and tested nuclear
weapons and never Signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty, despite pressure from the
United States and the United Nations.
"It's mostly regional concerns" that cause weapons development, said Ronald F.
Lehman II, a Bush administration adviser and director of the Center for Global
Security Research at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

"In very few instances is the position of the U.S. weapons program the primary
determinant of a decision" to develop nuclear weapons, said Lehman, who headed
the u.s. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency under the first President Bush.
CRACKS IN THE SYSTEM
All sides agree that the cracks in the nonproliferation system are becoming more
visible.
-- South Korea on Friday confirmed u.S. intelligence reports that North Korea has
reactivated a nuclear reactor that can produce material for nuclear bombs. The
communist state, believed to have perhaps one or two nuclear devices already,
recently renounced the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and is believed to be
developing the capability to produce perhaps 50 bombs a year by reprocessing spent
fuel from a reactor. Should North Korea build an arsenal, it is feared that Japan,
South Korea and even Taiwan would be tempted to develop their own stockpiles.
-- Russia this week told an American official of its concerns that technology it has
sold to Iran is being used to develop a nuclear weapons program. Iran earlier
announced that it is mining uranium, which it is preparing to process, although it
says it is for peaceful purposes.
-- Neighboring Pakistan, which already has nuclear weapons, is believed to have
supplied North Korea with nuclear technology, and some analysts fear that rogue
Pakistani scientists and technicians may be the source for other countries' -- and
perhaps terrorist groups' -- secret nuclear development.
-- Brazil has hinted it might need to consider resuming a nuclear program. President
Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva criticized the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in his
election campaign last year. Last month, his minister of science and technology
suggested that Brazil might need to develop its own nuclear technologies, although
he later said the purposes would be peaceful.
"We have entered a new world of proliferation," CIA Director George Tenet said two
weeks ago at a hearing before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.
'OUGHT TO BE HORRIFIED'
John Holdren, a former weapons physicist and now director of the Program on
Science, Technology & Public Policy at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government,
agrees with Tenet's assessment. He blamed, in part, the Bush administration's move
toward a new nuclear doctrine for removing some of the inhibitions against weapons
development.
"Without doubt the (nonproliferation) regime is fragile now and in danger of
significant deterioration," said Holdren. "I think it's premature to plan the funeral,
but I also think we're flirting with a disastrous situation. The Bush administration
ought to be horrified by that prospect."
Some administration officials echo the concern. One government nonproliferation
expert called the administration's rejection of the traditional nuclear doctrines of
restraint and nonproliferation "shortsighted." He added that a resumption of nuclear
testing, in particular, could severely damage American credibility.

"That would have very negative political consequences," because it would inevitably
undermine U.S. efforts to prevent other countries from conducting tests, said the
official, who spoke on condition he not be identified.
Such developments alarm defenders of the nonproliferation system, especially those
weapons designers who believed nuclear weapons were the ultimate deterrent.
"The whole goal of nuclear-weapons development was to prevent their use," said
Dr. Michael May, a weapons scientist and a former director of the Livermore lab. "I
don't know of a more important goal."
May said the United States should continue to do everything possible to eliminate
nuclear weapons, since they are the one weapon by which an enemy could defeat or
at least stop in its tracks what has become the most powerful conventional military
force the world has ever known.
"Introducing more widely the one thing that can do us in is just dumb," said May.Email James Sterngold at jsterngold@sfchronicle.com.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO (2), (1) Above: Pentagon personnel trained this week, donning
escape hoods to be used in case of nuclear, chemical or biological attack. President
Bush has signaled the beginning of an effort to develop smaller nuclear arms,
prompting critics to suggest other countries would be pushed to build their own
nuclear stockpiles. / Dennis Cook/Associated Press, (2)Left: Czech Republic task
force members in Kuwait are also prepared for nuclear, chemical or biological
attack. / Bill Lisbon/U.S. Marine Corps
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The nonproliferation system was created almost immediately after the atomic
bombing of Japan in 1945. Presidents Harry Truman and Dwight Eisenhower
committed the country to a process that, they hoped, would not just limit
proliferation but would eliminate nuclear weapons entirely. Those principles were
enshrined first in the charter of the United Nations and then in the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty, signed in 1968. This year marks the 50th anniversary of
Eisenhower's landmark "Atoms for Peace" speech at the United Nations.

While nonproliferation never achieved the ultimate goal, its successes have been
notable. Even as the United States and the Soviet Union were locked in a dangerous
Cold War standoff, nuclear programs in countries ranging from Sweden in the 1960s
to Brazil and Argentina in the 1980s were stopped. Three former Soviet states
abandoned their weapons with the end of the Cold War, as did South Africa following
its shift to black majority rule. The United States and the Soviet Union slashed their
arsenals of long-range missiles in half. In 1987, the United States and the Soviet
Union agreed to eliminate a whole class of shorter-range nuclear missiles.
The regimen reached what weapons analysts regard as its high-water mark just after
the first Gulf War and the halting of Iraq's nuclear program. At that time,
industrialized countries also made a breakthrough agreement under which they
strictly limited exports of equipment and materials used for nuclear weapons
development.
Today there are only nine known nuclear states, and six of them are democracies.
In the early 1960s President Kennedy and others had predicted that, by this time,
there would be up to 30 nuclear states.
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Bush could pay st p price for war with Iraq
IIi the film Dr. Strangelove or How
I Learned to Stop Worrying and.
Love the Bomb, we encounter two
delusi<:l1'1al and psychotic generals
played by Sterling Hayden and
George C. Scott acting out their
rants over this country's military
superiority over Russia. Peter Sellers plays t!'1ree roles, including the
president who tries to avoid the
nuclear holocaust by phoning the .
Russian prime minister, the mad exNazi Dr. Strangelove, and the English Capt. Mandrake, who tries in
vain to get the code that will disarm
the nuclear weapons of mass
destruction over Russia from the
now completely mad Gen. Jack D.
Ripper.
Director Stanley Kubrick~s "clas- .
sic black comedy" first relea,sed in
1964 is now more apropos than '
ever. There is so muc):1 talk by this
administration about weapons of
mass destruction held by other
nations that we seem to overlook
our own weapons of mass destruc- '
tion and a pending, and quite dis-

U ,s. policy that relies on an apparBush calling for assurances that the seems to go out of its way to keep us' "
Emt willingness to use nuClear warnation will not resume nuclear tests, ignorant of world opinion. The
heads, even a first strike, to
is ,a sigh of relief and a sign that not AInerican media are no better. One
counter the development of simieveryone in power approves of
has to go to the internatioilalnewslarly destructive weapons."
nuclear proliferation.
papers via the Internet to discover,
It was not surprishlg to learn
,
for example, that Spaniards, of all
In the mOvie, because of the gen, that, like Dr., Strangelove, our miliEuropeans, are the most strpngly
eral's super-nationalism and, of
tary hawk from New Mexico,
'
course, his psychotic state of mind,
opposed to an attack on Iraq - 85
Republican Sen. Pete Domenici
percent of the populace is against a
nuclear weapons are dropped ov.er
"has supported exploring new
U.s,-led,attack on Iraq. Even the con-'
Russia, which, in fum, triggers its
bunker-busting designs and more
servative' and 'righHeaning El
own DooinsdayMachine, and the'
generally the administration's
.
nuclear holocaust begins to a surreal Mundo stated; " ... SPaln will pay a
nuclear policies," Likewise, our
price for its clear and Unconditional'
and soothing musicaI score. While
other military hawk, Rep. Heather
aligmnent with the United States." :
the film might be a dark comedy ,
Wilson, R-N.M., new chairwoman of with truly amusing scenes; ,it also is a , Europeans are betting that both '.
serious, sarcastic; satirical look at '
Jose Marfa Aznar of Spain 'and 'Ibny
the Subcommittee on National
Blair of England and their political .
, Security and ForeignAIfairs, is
how easily our country can,become
also at -the forefront for the support involved in a nuclear holocaust.
parties will pay dearly when it
comes time for election. One can
and development of ,these new therIt appears that Bush's reginie is
. monuclear weapons.
,
hellbent on going against world opin- only hope the same will happen to
, Bush's regime.
On the saner side, DemocratiC
ion and even against the Nuclear
, Sen. JeffBingrunan's statement that . Nonproliferation Treaty. So then, '
, "we don'tneed,to betlir~tening
Orlando Romero is a longtime
who are we but hypocrites to ask
Santa Fe columnist, author of roo
rogue nations with nuclear attack in other }lations to stop builrung
biJoks, and retired director of the
order to deter thenifrom pretty
weapons of mass !iestruction if we
Fray Angelico Chavez History
much anything they might try," and, caiJ.'t seem to control our own
Library
at the Palace of the Gover·
wha.t1is
evert
more
impulses?
And
DemocratiC,Rep. 'Ibm Udall signing,
'
disturbing is that this adminisn:ation nors,
along with 89 lawmakers, a letter to
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u.s. Nuclear Threats and the Future of "Mini" Nukes
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By Jerry Mechtenberg-Berrigan
No olle likes us, I dOli t know why

~ (j~~ ~~ .....)

resort, but militarily useful weapons of cboice intending to
overcome our nation's advantages in conventional forces."
Did you catch that little twist? Here's how Washington
gets to do what it wants: I) cook up the most atrocious, dastardly plot; 2) accuse the other guy of wanting to carry out
such a plot against the U.S.; 3) foster the consequent hysteria among the U.S. public; 4) then carry out the atrocious,
dastardly plot against the other guy's people -" all the while
. At issue, of course, is· not other nations'
blaming the viclim.
I·
wil mgness to use nuclear weapons, but our own..

Furthermore, the command, whose single mission previously
was to carry out the .presidential order to launch missiles has
now assumed its own hair trigger decision making powe;. "If
We may IIOt be petject, but heaven knows we try
All around, even our oldfriends put us down
youcanfind.that tim~-critical, ~ey terrorist targetorthatweap.:
Let's drop the Big Olle, see what happens
ons-of-mass-destruction stockp,le, and you have; Jninutes rather
than bours or days to deal witbit, how do YOIj reach out and
Wegive them 1/Wney, but
they gratefulnegate that threat to our nation haifa world away?" Adm. Ellis
" th'
·1 -1:·1 nd·h ' hateful
askedinDecember.
.
nO,
Eo/
re
SPI l!i" a
t
Eo/
re
. . ..
. . The·. "Fu·tureArse·.nal Panel"
Th cf, t
7'·
,
Eo/ on respectus,so.etssurpnse em
In. February,aleak.ed. Pentag·o·ndoc·.umentrev·ea1edthatthe
We '1/ drop the Big One, pulveriie 'em
•
_ Randy Newman, "Political Science" (1972)
B.ushAdrninistration. i~ planning a ~ meeting in Augustto
discuss the construction of a new generation of nuclear weaporis, includiJig ''mini-nukes,'' "buuker busters" and neutron
During a five-day campaign in February 2003, BushAdministration officials repeatedly threatened "preemptive" first use
hombsdes/gned to destroy chernical orbiologi::ru agents. The
of nuclear weapons in a war against Iraq. Military analysts
document, released· to the. Los Alamos Study Group; a nuclear
have kicked around the implications of such talk: Are they
. watchdogw:ganiza,tion,includedmin~.()faJan.l\)meetingin
bluffing? Could they be serious? Wh~t about treaties?
the }>entagqn in whichitw~ determipC1dthattli.e "FutureAcienal P~I" will ll1eet at S1;RA:n;:oM, he:idqUart.;t:s ill. dmaha,
Pundits have lately recalled how Washington has threaten~<l to. unleash its nuclear weapons in the past. Prior to. the
Neb., the week ofAugust 4. The NatiQuai Nuclear SecuritY Ad1991 bombardment of the Persian· Gulf, then-Secretary of State
ministration·confirmed the authenticitY of the document.
James Baker threatened nuclear retaliation ifImq used chemiAccOrding, to·these niinutes; the August panel will attempt
to bring the nuclear arsenal in line with the·Nuclear Posture
caLor biological agents. In his memoirs, Baker revealed that
he was posturing, following the Cold War belief that the real
R~yiew. On the agenda ~ :'req~!lments f()r lo:-v-yield -:veappower of the Bomb lies not in using it but in cDnvincing YDur
Olll!, ,EPWs,Ie;u1h pen:~tratmR:yve~p,pns], eul)ance?,m~.ation
opponent that youmight. So, the question was posed, What's
wj)ajlOns.and 'agent defeat.: w~ns.::,".Lowcyjeld'.'.!JI~ war~
. the big deal?
.
. .
heads ofiessthan.fivelWotolll!; EPW$,3J;~.. "I:\l1llker .~ters:'
Things have changed since 1991. David J. Smith, an arms
The weapons talked about in an Im(f contingency are whichbunow into the ground before detonating and are env!negotiator in the first Bush Administration, said to the Los the "mini-nukes".(also dubbed "micro" or "tiny"). The most sioned as "agent defeat weapons." The designers are promDtAngeles Times Jan. 25, 2003, that whereas previous regi·mes likely candidate is the B-61 Mod-ll "bunker buster," which is ing So-called "low-yield" neutron bombs or "erihanced radia:~
have threatened nuclear war incidentally,jn times of conflict,sai~ tp bun:o:>" .20 feet into the ground, before exploding and ~~~~ns,:iswhi~h they c1aimcill'l'\lestro chemical Dr biegeneral principle, can be fitted with nuclear warheads 9ilfryiug payloads of be.1l1., .'Y~ (f''' . .., ,.. .., .',
.
Bush, Jr. "hits set [nuClear first use] om
.andbacked it up by explaining what has changed in the world." tween less than one kiloton, to over 350 kilotons. The. "'" :I":h!;",:,IC1l!:~ .c;>fnllgl\1U".!lPQ.1"!\nxep.t?9"a!.fo.~~,gO«S
What hi'S changed in the wor1d, when it comes to U. S. Hiroshima bomb was 12.5 kilotons. Advocates of nuclear prec both ,ways.. An,l\lf forCe ge'neiat~i1y sai<\.ihat,by rwl'lcing
nuclear policY, must be understood under the umbrella of the emption have disingenuously argued .that the radiation re- imclear warheads with conventional ones on intercontinental
BushAdrriinistration's Nuclear Posture Review (NPR),.released leased by such a strike would be "limited."
ballistic miSsiles, the U.S. military would produce usable "Iongin January 2002 (see the Sumnler 2002 Pathjinder), The ConOnMarch 4,2003, ten Delnocmt senators, concerned that range artillery" that could send destniction to any spot in the
gressionally mandated report openly discussed nuclear "pre- the new policy ''threatenS the very foundation" of international world within 30 minutes.
emption," revealed Washington's willingness· to' use H-bo.mbs arms control and the 33-year-old nonproliferation regime sent a
Ofcourse the P~tagon can kill hundreds of thousands o.f
against non-nuclear states, and· named seven countries no.w ·Ietter to President Bush. The senators wrote; '~nt. pUblic Iraqisjustby; ra~g conventionally-armed Cruise missiles o.n
in the Pentagon's crosshairs,· incl.uding Iraq.
. . . revelations .;, suggest.thatyo.ur administration eotisidersnuclllaT B3gbdad, a,city offive'niilIiOJi hideeil, Ii canonng Iiliij t:cnppled
Three elements to be explored below represent develo.P- weapons as a mere. extension ofthe··coniinmim of coiiventioual so. severely,b),sanetioll!l'oyer the past 13 years -- quickly to
ments of the NPR: I) Administration officials have threatened weapons open to the United States." .
its knees, without using nuclear warheads. The war will be
Iraq with nuclear use; 2) The U.S. Strategic Command .
Other critics complain that the war party is "lowering the wrong, even if the nuclear weapons remain in theirlock bo.x.
(STRATCOM), which has functioned since 1946 only 'to de- bar," taking the nukes "out of their lock box,»"off the shelf,"
Either way, the Bush Administration has tumed Randy
ploy the U.S. nuclear strike force on orders from the presi- placing them "on thenonnal options laddCr," and worry that. Newman's parody into policy. It ap~ to be literally itching
..
dent, had its responsibilities vastly expanded last December; such a direction is "inappropriate where effective con"entional to drop·the Big One.
3) A conference planned for August 2003 at STRATCOM,the means exist" While such arguments presume (as this writer does
"Future Arsenal Panel," will re-imagine, and likely enhance not) that it is acceptable to maintain a nuclear arsenal ifitstays in Jerry Mechtenberg.cBerrigan is a member of the AnatI!oth
greatly, u.s: "flexibility" in nuclear warfighting by exploring the lock box, on the shelf,etC., the l!Tgume!lt is ~*'
Community and a Nukewatch volunteer.
the future of smaller nuClear weapons, nukes ''We can actuSTRATCOMRestmetured
.
On Dec. 10 last year, Pentagon Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
ally use." The ~ntire U.S. nuclear apparatus is moving into a
sent Mr. Bush a meniorandum asking for authority to placeAdm.
more aggressive posture. Wllllraq be the proving gro.und?
James Ellis, Jr., the STRPJCOM commander, in charge ofthe full
r{ucIeitr Threats Against iraq
On January 31,2003, The Washington Times revealed the range of "strategic" warfare optio.ns.to combat terrorist states
existence of Natio.uaI Security Presidential Directive17 (NSPD- and organizations. The memo, quickly approved by Bush, rec17), signed by President gush the previous May. The docu- ommended assigning "global strike, integrated rnissile defense,
ment said; in part, "The United States I will·reserve the right] and information Dpemtions" to STRATCOM.,
.
'
As William Arkin, defense analysU'or. The New lOrk.ilmei,
to respond with overwhelming fo.rce -- including potentially .
nuclear weapons." On Dec. 10,2002, the White House deliv- observes, this~gly concise assignment.coveri! enOmious
ered to Congress an unclassified version ofNSPD-17 called giound, "bringing everything from the use ofnuclear weapons,
"National Strategy toCDmbat Weapons of Mass DeStruc- to non-nuclear strikes, to Co.vert and special operations, to cyber
tion." .Prepared by Condoleezza Rice and Tom Ridge, it reiter- warfare, under the purview of nuclear warriors.» This is a big
ated the above quote, but omittlXi the specific reference to change, he reminds us, as STRATCOM owes its very existence
nuclear weapons. The document charges that for other na- to previous Cold War policymakers who considered it vital to
tions, weapons of mass destruction "are not weapons of last erect "a great firewall" .between nuclear and conventiQuai forpes.
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